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SGA neecIB to inform

its constituents better
SHEYLA NIEVES
ADAM RosCHE I CFF

STAFF WRITER

Even as the semester nears its end, the line into the financial aid office does not.

•
•

The.check.is
not in the mail

•

With three weeks
... to go before finals,
some still await
• their financial aid

·•

•

•

MIKE BLAKLEY
STAFF WRITER

Junior Ashley Ford, 20,
earned enough college credits in
high school to begin UCF as a
sophomore. She maintains a 3.5
grade point average and her
exceptional academic record
qualified her for a variety of
·scholarships, including a UCF
high achievement award.

·But she has received only a
portion of her scholarship. Her
initial disbursement only covered
her tuition, forcing her to find
another way to cover living
expenses. After her bank account
dwindled down to $3, she began
to worry about how to buy groceries. Her budget became so
tight, she could not afford to buy
art supplies for her classes.
"If I had a drawing due, I'd
have to do it on the back of
another drawing," she said. ·
On Tuesday Ford received
another financial assistance
check, which she plans to use to
develop pictures for her final
project in her design class and
buy groceries." She said she still
PLEASE SEE

Seventy eight percent of students
are familiar with Student
Government A~sociation, but
SGA still needs to improve
communication with its
constituents, according to a survey
last month of 240 students.
Those who completed the survey
asked SGA to consider student input when
implementing projects and serVices;
increase dialogue al!d become more active
with students.
Yet students are not necessarily willing to respond in kind. When SGA hosted

an open forum Nov. 6 for students to discuss any concerns with the student body
president, vice presidents and other SGA
members, only two students showed up.
One of those students, junior Sarah
· Perez, 21, a graphic .design major, met her
SGA representatives for the first time at
that forum .
· Perez said she will remairi skeptical
about SGA until she sees it act on her concerns, but she appreciates the opportunity
·
·
to voice her issues.
"It does show some initiative on their
behalf," Perez said.
Senior Brian Reese, 21, who is majoring in management information systems,
told SGA members that they should
increase attendance at future forums by
· spreading the word more widely, perhaps
through campus e-mail.
For the upcoming spring semester,
SGA plans to increase promotion of open
PLEASE SEE

Students ON 6

Financial oN 8

·Making the grade,
· the second time
•

he said. "I ended up with a B-plus
the next time I took it."
Blemished grade point averSenior Casey Fbrd, 21, needed .ages can interfere with scholarship
a second chance after he gave up on eligibility, access to exclusive proa financial accounting course. He . grams and acceptance to graduate
• · said the class was much harder schools. So students like Ford are
. than he expected and by the middle using something called a grade forgiveness policy to erase their unsatof-the semester he gave up trying.
''What I really should . have ~facto.ry grades. Grade forgiveness
Wm not erase a poor grade, but -it
done is Withdrawn," he said.
But he never dropped the can save a grade point fro~ falling.
class, which added a D average to
When UCF students want to
his
grade
point
average. replace a grade," even a grade as
• Unsatisfied with the grade, ·he high as a B, students simply fill out
retook the course and ended up the proper papeiwork, get a signawith a final grade that was two ture from the dean and re-enroll in
• marks higher than his original
grade. "I tried as hard as I could," .,,r PLEASE SEE Oppon_~nts oN 3
MIKE BLAKLEY
STAFF WRITER
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Got a complaint?
Let SGA hear it

National Briefs

•
Malvo admits being triggennan
in Sl"Mcll sniper attacks, sources say·

•

.

•

WASHINGTON -

The teenager

areus00 of participating in the sniper attacks
that terrorized the Washington region has

told investigators that he pulled the trigger in
several of the shootings, three law enforcement so~ _said Saturday.
During aii interrogation that lasted
about seven hours, John Lee Malvo provided
def.ails about several of the slayings that
authorities have linked to him and John Allen
Muhammad, including killings in Fairfax and
Prinoo William oounties in Vrrginia and in
Wcishington, D.C., the souroos said
- One Jaw enforooment souroo said Malvo
said he firOO. the shot that killed FBI analyst
Linda Frank1iil at a Home Depot store in
Fairfax County, for which he has been cbargffi
with capital murder. ·
In the int.erviews after he was trans'ferred to Fairfax County on Thursday, Malvo,
17, tolQ. investigators that the shootings were ,.
well-planned ~d involved soouting n$sioll.s.
H oonditions, like traffic, were_ not right,
they would not shoot, Malvo told investigators. They deliberately hopped from jurisdiction to jurisdiction to create oonfusfon and
they watched the news oove~ of their
crimes, the souroos said

Student leaders promise.
to do more than just listen
SHEYLA- NIEVES
STAFF WRITER·

Members of Student
Government Association's
advocacy unit want students
to complain, and they say
that unlike President Hitt' s
open forums, their open
forum will actually accomplish somethip.g.
.SGA'.s advocacy unit,
whicli was created last summer to address students'
ooncern8, will hold its first
open forum for students to
vent their problems and
allow the unit fo target its
efforts more accurately.
The forum will be held
from noon until 2 p.m.
Wednesday in the Cape

GOP now tries to tum
• elt!CtiOns
into results ,

WASHINGfON - Fbr a party that just
made history, Republicans seem remarkably

Florida Ballroom, room 316
AB, of the Student Union.·
Melissa Cupps, SGA'.s
judicial adviser and a member of the advocacy unit,
explained the motivation to
hold another open forum.
'We just feel that students have concerns that are
not getting answered,"
Cupps said. "We want to
know what they really need
help with and want."
During open forums in
September and October, in
which the university president and vice presidents
fielded questions, students
asked questions about the
arboretwn and campus recycling programs.
These questions repre-

sent student concerns that
the unit has not touched on,
Cupps said.
Already, the advocacy
unit has begun investigating
serious issues such as the
plus/minus grade scale and
complaints about the university police.
The advocacy unit also
takes on more trivial issues.
Fbr example, it suggested
during the summer that
entrance for intramural
games be done with wristbands instead of scanning
UCF cards, !'aid Wesley
ffotchkiss, .the chief student
advocate.
The. advocacy unit
hopes to hear from students
about what other issues it
can address. Advocacy unit
members said a freer fl.ow of
speech would occur at their
forum than at the past two
PLEASE SEE

Peer oN 9

low key.
Ever sinoo theywon oontrol of the Senate
and expanded their House majority on
Election Day, President Bush and his" fellow

Republicans have dehberately avoided exult- _
ing in their victory and unfurling ambitious

·~

•

•

partisan plans.

. . - 'That's not just to be gracious. It is part of
a deliberate strategy to avoid the kind of par- tisan chest-thumping that could alienate
swing -voters who will be crucial to keeping
their majority and re-electing Bush in 2004,
GOP souroos say.
Republicans say they are determined to
avoid squandering the opportunity voters
have given them - as many believe the party
did after the 1994 election gave them control
of both the House and Senate for the first time
in40years.
•
The cautious tone also reflects a pragmatic assessment that tempers post-election
euphoria: The GOP niay have the majority in
tlie next House and Senate, but only bywaferthin margins that are hardly the stuff of a
J{epublican revolution.

Activists 1ake up anti-war banner
- ROME - Hundreds of thousands of
activists from a.Cross Europe J118r.Ched pearefully through Florenoo on Saturday in a long- .

•

•

•

p1anned anti-globali,zation protest that
booune a.festive rally against a possible u.s.-·
led war on Iraq.
.
Headed ·by a banner prochtiming "No~.;: ··
"Wal;" the march came a day after tlie .U.N•·'Soonity Council voted unanimously to give
Iraq "a final opportunity" to ·disarm or face
"Serious oonsequenoos." Polioo estimated the
Crowd at 450,000.
'
The ·march was the focal point of a fivedaygatheringof activists who argue that globai trade and international oorporations work ·
against theweJfare of the world's poor and the
Earth's envfyonment. Although sentiment
against an Iraq war was already bigh, it was
the timing of the Security Council's action that
turned the march into an anti-war rally.

· ct

-{OMP!lED FROM WIRE REPORTS BY KRISTA ZIUZI

MIKE SUDOL I
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Students seeking entry to Hmited access programs should see advisers prior to the start of registration. -

.- - Access denied:
Students find some mqjors have closed doors
DENISE BLOOM .
STAFF WRITER

As the fall term approaches,
Thanksgiving dinner is not the only thing
on student's minds - not "With the stresses
of registration. Junior Matt Lopez, a 21year-old. radio and television major, has
. experi~nced this first hand.
When Lopez was denied admittance

into his current major the firs~ ti:ine, he
found himself quickly running out of
options.
Although many students may find it
easy to register, Lopez found himself trying
to be patient while waiting to get into the
program or classes needed to complete his
major.
PLEASE SEE
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Opponents
say grade
forgiveness
inflates·GPA
FROM PAGE

l

the course.
_
The old grade remains on
their reeord ·and but only their
new grade is factored into a student's grade point average. UCF
students can pull the grade forgiveness card twice during their
undergraduate career. After
that, .grade replacement is no
ldnger an option.
''You don't have that safety
net anymore," Ford said. ''A
frieD,d of mine used his up last
year and he's trying a lot harder
~ow."

But not every student seeking grade forgiveness is eligible,
said Kelly Shilton, secretary of
the Registrar's Office.
"Every year we do over a
1,000," she said. "This past
semester we turned away 215
applications."
·
Students have two common misconceptions about
grade forgiveness, Shilton said.
Students think they can use it
twice for every degree they seek
.
when in fact they may only
· -.. ;· apply grade forgiveness twice,
. ,-..•r regardless of how many separate degrees theywish to obtain.
Shilton said the other mis. conception that exists is that
transfer students who have
already used grade forgiveness
in community ·college classes
assume they will receive two
additional grade forgivenes·s
exemptions once they get to
UCF.
Currently,
Valencia
Community College allows students to repeat a course up to
three times. Evening out the
playing field, UCF's policy forbids transfer students from
Florida's community colleges to
use grade forgiveness if they
used it more than twice before
transferring.
Although grade forgiveness
gives students another shot at
making the grade, opponents
say the policy undermines professor's ' opinions of acitdemic
achievement: according to an
investigation at Joliet Junior
College in Illinois. At Ohio
University, an investigation
revealed that grade forgiveness
increases grade inflation. ·
fu the Sunshine State,
F1orida State University also
allows students to re-enroll in
oourses for a higher grade. Like
UCF's policy, FSU's policy grade
limits students to two grade forgiveness classes in the course of
a students' undergraduate
career. Both grades appear on
record, but only the forgiven '
grade· is factored into students'
overall grade point average. The
University of Florida does not
offer grade forgiveness.
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DATE RAPE COASTER

coasters
·detects·drugs

•

LIBBY BAIRD
-

STAFF WRITER

A young lady at a bar or
club meets a charming young
man who buys her a drink.
When she looks away for a
- moment, he slips something
into her drink. A short time
later, she becomes an unwitting victim of date rape.
Similar scenarios have
pl_ayed out countless times,
. but a south Florida company
has developed a drink coaster that it claims will help prevent date rape.
The coaster, designed by
Drink Safe Technologies of
Plantation, Fla., can determine whether ·a drink has
been drugged. The coasters,
which cost 40 cents each,
have two white test circles
Jhat can detect hundreds of
different types of drugs. A
drop of the drink, rubbed gently in one of the circles, will
stay clear or white if the
drink is drug-free. If the
drink contains drugs, the
drop will turn red, blue or
green.
Francisco Guerra, the
founder and president of the
company, and Brian Glover, a
dentist with a chemistry
background, ereated the 4" x
4" coasters that they contend
are 95 percent effective.
Within the next few
months, the coas ters will be
available in most convenience and drugstores across
America.
Guerra said date rapists
have good reason to fear the
new crime-prevention coasters.
"People out there that do
this kind of crime donJ want
to be identified because they
will be ostracized," he said.
Originally, Drink Safe
Technologies plannep. to
manufacture the coasters for
liquor companies, but they
declined to underwrite the
costs of production.
Guerra accused . the
liquor companies of ignoring
the problem of .date rape.
"They unfortu·nately didn't
have what I call tbe balls to
use them," Guerra sa,id. "It
literally costs pennies to
make them. They didn't want
- to deal with the problem."
Students welcome the
added safety that the coasters will provide.
"Forty cents is a great
price for peace of mind," said
Raul Sanchez, 21. "I pay
more than that for insurance
every month."
Sanchez, the senior _resident adviser of the Aries
Community at
Pegasus
Landing, said he has been
trying to get -some of the
coasters to incorporate them
into a program for his resi-

ORLANOO
FOOT & ANKLE

C -LIN IC

• Student places a drop of their
beverage on both chemical test circles.
The test circles turn a darker shade of
blue if a date rape drug is detected.

Personalized Foot Pain Solutions for the Active Adult

Todd C. Talbert, DPM . ·
8000 Red Bug Lake Road, Oviedo

• Coasters cost 40 cents each

-

•Will soon be available in local drug
and conveince store as well as bars

(407) 706-1234

• Coasters work 95 percent of the time

To Celebrate Our New Location in Oviedo
ADAM SHIVER I

dents.
"I think it's a great idea
and I can't wait for them to be
mass distributed throughout
clubs and all of America,"
Sanchez said.
While the current version
of the coasters can only
detect a couple of hundred
drugs, the improved version
that will be released by
Chrlstmas Will be able to
detect virtually. any drug,
Guerra said. While the coasters are accurate, he said the
5 percent error is a result of
· incorrect use of the tests. The
company prints the directions on the back of each
.
coaster.
Christine Mouton, the
coordinator
of
Victim
Services, said she would be
will.ing to work with the company.
"If they became widely
available or if the company
wanted to donate them, we
would be willing to distribute
them to local organizations,"
Mouton said.
Mouton thought that the
·coasters would be :r.nore useful in off-campus organiZations though, because so few
campus vendors sell alcohol.
"I would think that they
would be needed at local
clubs where a lot of the students frequent," Mouton ~aid.
"It would be a great thing for
[the clubs] to be able to promote themselves as safe
clubs because they have that
· product ... available to their
clientele."
Junior Danielle Dlltily,
21, said she frequents a club
called The Soci~l. She thinks
the difference might not be

••.• SnuntlG llf 111 'llE
lllGHr foOT BY SAVlll YMI $60"

CFF

readily apparent in the crime
rates.
"I don't think date rape is
really reported, so it would
stop the ones we don't know
the statistics on," she· said.
Senior Mickelle Riley, 23,
has another worry.
"I think that if people
could test their drinks for
drugs, they might be more
careless with them, and
maybe even walk away and
leave them," Riley said.
Brooke Williams, the
senior health educator at
REACH Peer Counseling, recognizes both of these concerns. She said while the
coasters would be a good prevention tool, they might make
people less concerned about
drinking, which might lower
inhibitions.
However, she also said
that the coasters would definitely help to make people
more aware of date rape.
''A lot of people don't
report sexual assault, so we
may never know [the coasters'] effect," Williams said.
Williams -said REACH
would distribute the coasters,
along- with REACH's phone
number and directions for
students to follow if th~y real.ize they have been drugged.
"I think any prevention
effort is worth it, even if it
only helps one person,"
Williams said.
Sanchez said that to promote safety among students,
UCF should distribute the
coasters across campus.
''Anywhere _you .can get
condoms on campus, " he
said, "I~ d like to see the coasters."
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Students have optimistic view of SGA, survey indicates
forums, which SGA will hold
, monthly or bi-monthly, depending on students' demands and
campus issues, said Kelly
McGann, SGA's public relations director. _
SGA also-will gather students' opinions through more
surveys.
- McGann said- SGA will
·judge students' opmions
through a weekly poll on its
web site.
Although no proposals
have been made, McGann said
revamping the web site to be
more user-friendly and adding
information for student clubs
and
organizations
may
increase student traffic on the
web site.
The survey also revealed
that most students have an
optimistic perception of SGA.
Fifty-seven percent of students
who took the survey said they
had a positive view of SGA,
while 23 percent had a neutral
view.
- Despite these numbers,
survey results show that some
students believe SGA ·treats
clubs and organizations
unequally and recommend
that SGA listen to these groups
and set all groups on equal
footing.
As a member of the
National Society of Black
Engineers, freshman LaNisa
Johnson,18, said she knows little about SGA, but has heard
no complaints about it and
believes it adequately funds
student organizations.
Senior Subir Tamrakar,
24, said he, too, has little
knowledge of SGA or its role.
Tamrakar, who does not participate in any student clubs or
organizations, calle_d - SGA'.s
funding of student clubs and
organizations unfair because
not all students benefit from it.
Students' chose Safe Ride,
Who's Who and the SGA computer lab as services that they
would like for SGA to continue
to maintain.
Safe Ride allows students
to get a ·free taxi ride home
from .any location within 15 miles of UCF. SGA recently
hired a director to boost -the
program's promotion.
The ·Who's Who scholarship program selects 100 students that excel in academics,
athleti_cs, leadership or service. - These students receive
scholarships-and are Ieatured ·
in a magazine that is distrib·uted to Fortune 500 companies
and graduate inst_itutions.
Founded in 19~9, the SGA
computer lab offers free
Internet access, printing and
fax machine services. ·
Although about 500 students pass through the lab on
busy days, no expansion of the
current lab or an openiµg of
another lab is plail.ned, said
Doug O'Brien, SGA'.s p_rogram·
mer/analyst.
"When _you expand, it
becomes a Wal-Mart," O'Brien
said: "The larger you get, the
less personal."
This philosophy has made
the lab popular amongst students, O'Brien said.
Students also recommended on the survey that the lab
stay open . 24 hours .. But
O'Brien ·does . not think that
enough students would use the
lab if it stayed open 24 hours to -

justify the cost of staffing.
Finding qualified and·consis-tent personnel that are willing to
work overnight would be·difficult
and could cost about $35,000
more a year, O'Brien said. With
as few as three students in the
lab during off-hours, when the
lab is not busy, it does not make
sense to keep the lab open
The survey indicated that
few students knew about the
Multicultural Student Center,
although _SGA officials laud the
center's creation as one of SGA'.s
most successful services.
The ten-month-old facility
hired its first director, Chantel
Carter, in September and houses
five student organizations African American Student Union.Caribbean Students-, Association, Hispanic America,n
Student Association, SANGAM
(Indian Student A.Ssociation) and
the Elements.
The center's main goal is to
increase cultural awareness on
campus, Carter said.
Graduate student Ranga
Panchangam, 23, said he helped

If students don't know
about SGA~ then they
won't know where to go
if they want something.
-KELLY MCGANN
SGA's public relations directo ·

a student with an assignment
about
cultural awareness.
Panchangam said he enjoyed the
opportunity to share his Indian
culture.
·
During its operating hours
on Monday through Saturday,
students can interact with representatives from organizations,
study
and
relax.
The

Multicultural Student Center
offers tutoring every day during
set hours.
To educate students, the
center will hold a fair on Nov. 15
where its members, other campus multicultural organizations,
colleges and departments like
financial aid are invited to inform
students on the services they

offer.
.
- Through the fair and other
social activities, the center's
name will spread throughout the ·
student body, Carter said.
About 150 to 200 faculty, students or staff go to the center
during -a typical week, Carter
said. Students requesting interviews or information about other
cultural groups or students have
used the center as a resource.
Although students remain
oblivious to some SGA projects,
the survey indicates that stu-:dents ijke SGA _giveaways and
SGA-sponsored entertainment
events such as concerts.
SGA plans to hold bi-weekly
giveaways ·throughout this
semester into spring. The freehies will relate to concurrent
campus events like finals week.
Now that SGA knows the
results of the survey, it will focus
on- promoting its services and
projects, McGann said.
"If students · don;t know
about SGA," McGann said, .''then
. they won't know where to go if
, they want something."

.

Date: Nov. 13th 2002
Time: 1-2 p• --2pm
Room: Cape Florida
~
BaHroom 316AB

"On.e Mid,"'·
e -·facilitates
UCF students an avE?nue to relay
their ~oncerns and get their
questions answered.

Funded by Activity and Service Fee t~rough the Student Government Association
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Search for ~c4olarships without being·scammed

•
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LAURA STEVENS

.

STAFF WRITER
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This generation of students
has a new way to apply for schol.arships - as simple as the click
of a mouse.
Junior Kasey Cerasale, 20, ·
said she won a scholarship by
using FastWeb, an online scholarship search engirie.
"I signed up on FastWeb, just
filled out the info, and they g'RVe
me a list of all the scholarships I
qualified for."
Cerasale won the TROA military scholarship and called
FastWeb a relatively e,asy way to,
get $1,000.
"I
really
appreciated
FastWeb, because I thought it
would be really difficult to win a
scholarship," Cerasale said.
Although the Internet makes
applying for scholarships fast
and easy, students need to
. beware of scholarship scams on
the futernet, warns Mark Ward,
vice-president and general manager of FastWeb.
Ward is aware that scholarship scams are out there and his
scholarship search company
employs five people to rigorously
research each new scholarship
that is subniitted·to the web site.
Ward said application fees
and post office boxes are suspicious. 'We want the company to
·have a web site and a legitimate
address," Ward said.
Mary McKinney, executive
director of student financial

FinAid lists suggestions for
avoiding scholarship scams
in~luding:

s
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assistance at UCF, urges students
to look for scholarships on UCF's
web site first.
The scholarships on UCF's
web site are free to students and
are safer than scholarship companies on the web, she said.
"If there is a company that
says, 'You pay me money,' look
elsewhere," McKinney said. Most
scholarship companies that

charge.a fee use a free database
to search for scholarships, she
said.
_
If a scholarship service guarantees money, most likely the
guaranteed money will consist of
loans.
"[UCF] can guarantee you
that," she said. "If you have some- '.
one guaranteeing you and you
hav~ to pay a fee, buyer beware."

Join our -team

IARN UP TD
.

•

•

.."'
COURTF.sY WWW.FASTWEB.COM

•

•

··
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Meet Ian Camacho. a $1() 000 FartWe-b scholarshig winn«I

; l.,. ... . . . . . . . ,. ...

•

•

• If you must pay money to get
money. it might be a scam.
• If it sounds too good to be true. it
probably is. ·
• Spend the time. not the money.
• Never invest more than a ppstage
stamp to get information about
scholarships.
• Nobody ran guarantl'e that you'll
win a scholarship.
.
• Legitimate scholarship foundations
do not charge application fees.
• If you're suspicio1:1s of an offer. it's
usually with good reason.

41

S14~oo
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Hourly!

lull Time · Paid Training
Part Time Hours: ,
Mid Shin 12·B:30PM • Nights 3·1~:00PM

ND IKPIRllNCI NICISSARY
ADVANCIMINT.DPPDRTINITllS
. lull Time Benefits:
Holidays, Personal Days • Campany Matching fl1K
Business i:asual attire · Paid Vai:atian

High' around. the corner from UCF

Job line · 407·313·1·391
12101 Science Dr. • Orlando, fl 32821
EOE/DFWP

In 1996, the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) launched
"Project Scholarscam," a joint
law enforcement and consumer
education campaign directed at
fraudulent operators of scholarship service~.
After "Project Scholarscam,"
the FTC and Congress passed the
College Scholarship Fraud
Prevention Act of 2000 to prevent

onlin scams.
The act says the continued
lack of awareness about scholarship .fraud permits a significant
amount of fraudulent activity to
occur, despite the efforts of the
Fl'C, colleges and universities,
and non-governmental organizations.
.
FinAid, a ·financial aid web
site run by FastWeb, says if a
scholarship awards a large
amount of money, but requires
the student to pay a "disbursement" or "redemption" fee, it
could be a scam.
Sometimes insurance companies offer free financial aid
seminars. If a free seminar
implies that students must pay
· money in order to qualify for aid,
it violates federal regulations and
state insurance laws.
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Financial aid staff working overtime
' FROM PAGE

. jf.Message .

1 .

has not received all of her financial aid award.
Nearly four months into the
semester, many students like
Ford continue to wait for their
money. With less than three
weeks left of classes, some are ·
wondering if their financial aid
will come through before the
semester ends, since financial
-aid officials can't give them a
straight answer.
"The supervisor was incredibly hostile," Ford said. "He told
me I was one of the few cases
who haven't got their money. But
the problem is this ·is happening
to everybody."
But Janice Contino, associate director of financial aid, ,said
her staff has worked hard to get
financial assistance.checks in the
hands of students and most students have received their aid.
"The staff has been working
overtime, much of it uncompensated," Contino said. "A lot of the
staff has been -working 12-hour
days since April."
''.Anytime any business anywhere implements new software,
there are always implementation
issues. The staff had to adapt to a
new
software
program,
PeopleSoft, which proved to be
more demanding than the last
system used," she added,
Contino b(ames the delays
on the increasing student enrollment, late applications and sur-

: 11 /08/2002

The Office of Student Financial Assistance has begun the disbursement ,
process for Fall semeste~. Not all students are at the same point in
processing. so not everyone will be disbu~sed at the same time. If your
financiaf aid award shows·otSBURSED and you have funds directly
deposited into a SunTrust account please check your account balance
before attempting to spend fi1'ancial aid money. There are normal posting
delays. If your financial aid award shows DISBURSED and you did .not
chose direct deposit, checks should .be in the mail by S~ptember 6th. If
. your financial aid award is NOT showing as DISBURSED. yo~r patience is
• appreciated as.~e work with you toward completing the process. . .

... ·

i

Students looking on Polaris for information on their financial aid status hit a dead ~nd when all they see is this standardized m~ssage.

ised him each ·week since the multiple short-term loans based
start of the semester that his on the amolint of aid they are
check would arrive "next week." - anticipating.
In the meantime, Villa will
"The bills aren't 'next week,'
they're this week or I'm done," he depend on the money he makes
said.
working as a peer advisor in the
Unsatisfied with financial office of student support. And
aid's responses, he asked Tom lately; he spends much of his free
Huddleston, vice president of stu- time waiting in lines atthe finandent enrollment and develop- cial aid office -:-- especially this
ment, to help him get his aid as week.
quickly as possible.
After Villa was forced to pay
"It's too ba~ this happened," $275 to remove a boot from his
Huddleston told Villa. "We're try- car because of several unpaid '
ing to help you the best we can. parking tickets throughout the
"Typically; the ones that yell We are going to bolster staff. semester, because ·he could not
and scream the loudest are the What we are going to expand is afford to buy a parking decal, he
says he needs his money more
ones that applied the latest," she . our technical consultants."
said.
'We're telling everybody bor- than ever.
But for junior Oscar Villa, 20, row, borrow, borrow, to keep
"UCF has a late _fee for
that isn't good enough. Villa has yourself going," Huddleston said. everyt:Jiing," he said. "How come I
applied for multiple short-term
The financial aid department can't charge late fees to financial
loans while financial aid prom- has allowed students to take out . aid?"

CF has a'late fee for

everything. How come I
·can't charge late fees to
fin/ancial aid?
prise glitches in the ·software
used to process student applications.
Staff morale remains high
even though some students come
into the office and berate and
abuse financial aid officials, she
said.
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UCF u~dergraduates have unique opportunities
that provide a smooth transition to graduate school:
&"1mfl•l4.iil~ can tak~ graduate classes

that apply to both their undergraduate and
graduate degrees.
ll!\t1111:foa:~ that enable

students to complete both a bachelor's and
master's degree in five years are available to
history, li~eral studies and nursing majors.
~worth $25,000 per year are

available to outstanding UCF
undergraduates.·

fl

Visit our web site for more information.

www.gradu-a te.ucf.edu·
-

.
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES

.

230 Millican Hall

I 407.823.2766

graduate@mail,uctedu
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Peer forum wants
all to vent freely
. FROM PAGE .3

ney general a:nd a fnember of
the adv6cacy unit.
\\ . forums_.
''We want to give [stu"Basically, it's just that dents] feedback," Fernandez .
peers will be listening to their said. ''We don't want tO' hold a
peers," -Juan Camacho, the - fo~ and say, 'We've talked
unit's director, said. "I think · about it for five or 10 minutes,'
that people," especially students, and then.that's the end of it."
are more intimidated by adminAdvocacy unit members
istration and they aren't able to predicted ·their forum would
voice what they re.ally want to · have more success than the two
voice."
open forums hosted by adminisCamacho said the forum trators. Unlike those forums,
would be less formal. "I'm not during wl:µch administratm;s
asking for students to come yell simply listened to students'
at us, but I'm just saying it Win concerns, the student advocacy
be more, open."
unit will try to suggest solutions
Cupps reinforced this to students' problems during
point.·. ''We just want them to theforum. say what's on their minds and
Camacho, the advocacy
- not worry about making it unit's director, said the mem.•
sound pretty and really intelli- bers have conu:Ilitted themgent."
selves to bringing about change
Advocacy unit members for students.
·
hope success in their first
''Before I leave this office,
forum will create a drive for a before the administration
second fol'UJil in the spring changes, I want to know that
semester.
the advocacy unit did someA successful forum means thing for the students,"
one that produces solutions to Camacho said. "If we go out of
students' problems, said this office and we didn't do anyMarcq.s Fernandez, SGA'.s attor- thing, we didn't do our job."
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Certain programs
.are limited-access
But. Mike Meeske, director of the Nicholson School of
"I had finished all of my Communication, underst3.l!ds
general education classes why certain programs and
wheri I was denied the first · classes have limited access.
time,"
Lopez
said.
"Limited access means
"Registration became a night- an academi~ program has far
mare of pre-requisites and more students than they can
road blocks." .
handle, either in terms of the
Nevertheless, this situa- number of faculty members
tion is not uncommon. and/or the amount of equipStudents are still denied ment needed for classes."
access into their majors ur
However, students still
classes for several reasons, have options when they are
usually because of their not accepted into their progrades.
gram of choice. Students can
"I feel bad for _those stu.. appeal to the school. For the
dents who are very close to the radio/television and journal'7
· required grade point average ism majors, portfolios and
or for those students who are experience at the Central
trying to bomice back from a Florida Future or the UCF
. bad semester," Lopez s~d.
radio station WNSC are taken
Senior
Stephanie into consideration, Meeske
· Hamll'ler, a 22-year-Old ID:ter- Said.
personal
communications
Although there are other
major, is all too familiar with options available-to these stuthis situation.
dents, those previously denied
· "It's very discouraging," · into a program two or three
Hammer said. "I am a senior times should revaluate their
and had a 3.2· grade point abilities .and choice of major,
average, but it still did not Meeske said.
meet the journalism's require. "It is not .mandatory for
ment of a 3.5 to 4.0 grade point students to have a public relaaverage. As a result, I had to _ tions degree to work in a pub- ·
switCh my major to interper- lie relations firm or to have a
sonal communications just so radio/television degree to
I could graduate."
work at a television station,"
Hammer feels that other Meeske said. "Switch to a
factors should contribute as to major that you can be acceptwhether a person is allowed ed into but will still give you
entry into a program or class- options."
Mary Van Hook, director
es.
"It should not just be your of ·the School of Social Work,
grade point average they go - agreed.
by; but references, essays or
''We have a responsibility
portfolios as well,': Hammer to the students that if we let
said. "It would give students therp_ ii:J.to the program then
like me a chap.ce to prove why we need to make sure.we have
they should be in the program. enough sections, teachers and
For instance, I am still very: internships to support them,"
interested in journalism and Van Hook said. :we see limited .
fust because I ·do not have a access as a promise to our stu3.5 or 4.0 grade point average, dents that if we accept therp_,
does not mean I am a bad stu- we will do everything to make
dent or writer. ~·r
sure they are successful."
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UCF
• Protected Natural Preserve
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... and much more!,_

3100 Alafaya_ Cl~b Q~j~e
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Dive into an exciting opportunity as a
Lifeguard at the Walt Disney Wor/,d® Resort!

We are looking for strop.g swimmers to deliver
world-:_class Guest experiences at one of our many .
water parks, hotel pools or marinas.
Paid training and certification will be provided,
along wi~h a competitive hourly wage, .free Theme
Park admission, and more!
Make a splash with one of the co9lest jobs in town!

For more information, call the Walt Disney
World® Jobline at (407) 82~~ 1000.
EOE • Drawing ~reotivity From Diversity • ©Disney
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.OUR STANCE:

Fix.Amendment 11,
remove politics .
lthough Florida voters made some poor
decisions on Election Day, the state took
a step in the right direction with .the
pass~ of Amendment 11.
The state:s higher education system will
benefit from the Graham amendment.
Universities will grow in a responsibl~ manner,
and costly duplication of academic programs
should not happen, now that a board of governors will oversee the boards of trustees at
Florida's 11 public universities.
Politics plays too large a role unde~ the cur- .
.
rent system; the Graham' amendment should
limit the role of politics. However, the system
that Amendment 11 calls for does not go far
enough in removing politics from the process.
Under the provisions of Amendment 11, the
· governor will appoint 15 of the 17 members of
the new board of governors. Like the previous
system, the governor holds a great amount of
po~er under the new system. The boards of
trustees will have greater protection from the
whims of the Florida Legislature, but they, as
well as the board of governors, must answer
only to the governor.
Unfortunately, members of the new board
- will not have to answer to -the public; and therefore can do a poor job without fear of upsetting

A

their constituents, because they have no direct
constituents. As the failures of the public education system in Florida demonstrate, Florida's ·
voters will not hold a governor responsible for
his sho.rtcomings in education.
As it stands, if the board of governors
politicizes the higher education system ,or
makes poor or unfair decisions, board men;i.bers
need not fear the wrath of public opinion.
Yet people who serve on the.new board of
governors shnuld have to answer to the public.
Making these board members answer to the
public will encourage them to act with the public's best interests in mind. Voters should determine who sits on the board of governors, so that
politics will play an even smaller role in the
process.
Members of the board of governors who
perform well, and who lead the university system in the right direction, would earn the right
to serve additional terms. Members who make
bad decisions, and who try to politicize the
process, would not get the chance to serve
again.

The new higher education system will
work, but it will work better if the new board of
governors answers to the voters, not just the
governor.

-·
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OUR STANCE:

UCF-can take if,
but can't' dish it out
Administrators knew that Florida would
oyv in the fall semester's fourth month,
some students are still waiting to receive change its computer system, yet they did not
· financial aid The delays that so many
prepare the university adequatelyto make the
students hav~ anxiously waited through transition to a new system. Now students strugshould disgust all students and profesgle to make ends meet while UCF sits on their
sors, and university adlninistrators as well.
money.
With the semester nffiri:ng its end, hun· UCF has students' money. It just does not
dreds of UCF students continue to play the wait- know how to properly distribute it. But UCF
.ing game, cliecki:ng their ~ail every day in antic- sure knows how to accept money, and even
ipation of finally receiving their long-overdue
demand it.
financial aid, only to find bills they do not have
UCF charges students late fees if they fail to
money to pay.
· .pay their tuition on time. If students wait too
These students struggle, enduring hardlong, UCF drops them from.their courses.
ships _and altering their spending habits,
The situation smacks of hypocrisy. It's as if
administrators are saying, "Do as we say, not as
because UCF cannot figure out how to get them
" their money. They have spent less on themselves we do," while they attempt to shift blame for the
because they knew they had to pay their bills
inexcusable debacle that financial aid has
and the machine that is UCF.
become this-semester.
UCF administrators, meanwhile, blow off
Students, rise up. Demand an explanation
students' concerns, and tell them to take out
for these delays. Hold the administrators
loans.
accountable. They don't have a problem taking
The Financial Aid office is working as hard your money, but they can't seem to give it up.
as it can, and its staff members should not bear
There's no excuse for these delays. Other state
the burden of students' complaints.
universities have handled the same situation in
Responsibility for this aggravating situation falls an efficient manner. VVhy has UCF encountered
upon the administration.
·
such problems?
·N
.

"Most people would rather b~ certain they're
miserable, than_risk being happy."
-ROBERT ANTHONY

Republi~ majority won't threaten democracy

I'm appalled by your newspaper's agenda and right regardless of our petty disagre:ments. · ·
that you-are too petrified to disclose the name of the
The Constitution ensures checks and balances
writer·of your staff editorial, "Ronda voted, or at least among our respective branches of government, not ·
it tried." published Nov. 7.
·
ideologiral and political camps. Such checks and balYou frequently use such words as "push" ('reli- ances among the branches are still in place and not
gious conservatives try to 'push' religion back into . gone as you allege.
~
public schools by teaching creationism') and "shove"
If you weren't such a fear monger. people
('Americans will allow the Grand Old P'arty to 'shove' would be less apt to buy the lie that there are no jobs
its agenda down their throats') to deverly, yet force- and go secure some form of employment, thereby
fully inject your idrology.
strengthening the ~uffering economy. To idly sit by
First of all, we the Ameriran people individual- and permit another atLa'~ on our nation, as the one
ly and collectively rarry our.own "basket" and don't that took out the World Trade Center. only decreases
allow politicians to carry us. It is we who elect.politi- investor confidence and deepens our economic woes.
cians into office to represent us.
National security precedes economic strength.
Secondly, the Republican party will not "dictate
Lastly, I'm sorry you feel our president is being
national policy on all topics." In case you forgot we too hard on terrorists and using "heavy-handed
li'{e in a democracy, not a dictatorship. diplomacy.'' Perhaps Little Red Riding Hood should _
Amerirans don't sit idly by and allow anything. have run for office. Then you could have voted her in
We, the land of the free and home of the brave. rise and pushed your agenda down her throat
up and fight to procure that which we deem to be
-mtll ll4V1S
Editors Note: There is no by1ine attached to any staffeditorial as it represenf5 the woo
and opinions ofthe entire editorial staff. The editors' names are listed in the staffbox

· Democrats down, but not out
Imust address some concerns that The Future
editorial bocird expressed about Election Day in .their
staff editorial "Rorida voted. or at least it tried:' published Nov 7.
.
- This paper editorialized that "phantom menaces," "big business" and "educatior.i" would plague
us ,over the next few years with only Republicans in
charge. There is no phantom -menace. The War on
Terrorism is real. Jusrask someone who worked in the
World Trade Center, was on vacation in Bali, Indonesia.
or was watching a play in Moscow, Russia, recently.
· I can't help but think that when it comes to
national defense. the public knows which party to
trust The GOP is also not pro-big business. We are
pro-free enterprise. Our agenda is of hope, growth
and opportunity and we know that the strength of
this great country is in its entrepreneurs and families.
not in the boardrooms. As for public education. both .
major political parties want what is best for students.

The difference is that the GOP demands
achievement and accountability, while others would
take away standards and raise taxes. -sending us back
to the soft bigotry of low expectations. Though the
American public have entrusted the GOP with control
of the United States Senate, under our rules and
Constitution, effective control of the Senate is contingent upon having at least 60 votes - which the GOP
does not - as that is the amount needed to shut
down filibusters.
My colleagues on the left are down, but not
out. They will still be able to use the Senate to affect
compromise and consensus. And even though many
Republirans will not liketompromisil'!g with senators
Graham, Nelson and Daschle - ii.Je will. The wisdom
of our founders in creating that deliberative body
should be dear for all to see.
_
-BRYAN STEWART
State Chainnan, Rorida follege Republicons
],>LEASE SEE
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The bishops and the law

I'm buying

civil authority must have primacy.
That point bears emphasis because the
Rome parley seemed to be more concerned with
The U.S. bishops meeting that begins in
the application of canon law to the Dallas policy.
Washington will thrash out the details of a compromise between a delegation of U.S. bishops and Specifically, it has been reported that Vatican ·otfithe Vatican on the Roman Catholic Church's poll- · cials believed the bishops' policy ran afoul of a
church requirement that sexual abuse allegations
cy regarding sexual abuse of children by priests.
Early indications are that the Rome meeting , against priests be br9ught within 10 years of the
victim's 18th birthday.
softened some of the tough rules adopted by the
The policy approved in Dallas had no statute
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops four months
of limitations on the removal of abusive priests,
ago in Dallas.
even for a single transgression decades earlier.
If there has been a significant retreat from
Reportedly the Vatican also objected to the bishthe zero-tolerance policy overwhelmingiy
approved in Dallas, the- strain in the bond of trust ops' broader definition of sexual abuse, and the
lack of sufficient due process protections for
between Catholic clergy and laity may continue,
accused priests as required under canon law.
to the church's detriment.
The Rome compromise, according to one
There is one area, however, in which there
participant, supplants proposed lay boards with
can be no backtracking, at least where the
church tribunals _that will have authority to conchurch and the iarger society are concerned:
vict accused priests. Now we learn that the new
Preying upon children is more than a sin, and is
revisions eliminate the reqUirement that all sexua legitimate concern of the Vatican and U.S.
Catholic hierarchy, it is a crime in America for
PLEASE SEE Sex oN 12
which there is no religious shield and in which
. - THE WASHING TON POST

n·othin' for
Christmas
~

•
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•·
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•

•

Christmas is all about materialism. It even turns into a competition. That last thing you want
is to be outdone - present-wise.
Maybe this year I can actually let it all pass me by. I promise mysell every year not to get
caught up in the stress, the hassle that is Christmas. However,
each and every year, the "spirit"
JOEY MYERS
creeps in, no matter how hard I
STAFF WRiTER
fight .
However, unlike years past,
It's that time of year again.
I no longer work in retail. This
Time for shopping and the stress year, I will be working in a quiet,
of finding that perfect gift. Time
little office. Will it have decorafor decorations, eggnog, gift
tions? I doubt it, but that's just
wrap.
fine with me. If I never hear a
Christmas season is once
'<lingie Bells" or "Here's Comes
again upon us.
Santa Clause" at the workplace
I am completely unpreagain, I believe that will make my
pared. It seems like classes just
holiday a little brighter.
started last week After all, I
Working for Target or Best
haven't gutten my financial aid
Buy forced me to enjoy the holicheck yet, so how can I be thinkday seeing kids in Santa hats,
ing of presents? Heck, I haven't
stuffed animals in Santa hats
even purchased all my books yet. and Santas in Santa hats.
This year I will reject
Not this year. I'm staying
Christmas altogether.
away from Christmas this year.
After all, what is this holiday Call me a Scrooge if you like, say
about anyhow? I heard it was
I've lost the "spirit," but is that
something to do with the birth of really such.a bad thing?
the savior, the son of God or
I will see my family. I will
something like that.
watch football. I will eat food. I
Last time I checked, the
will probably get a few presents.
three old ladies at Target were
.What else is there? When did the
not fighting over the last package ·meaning of Christmas disapof frankincense. No, I think it
pear?
was the Harry Potter Boxed Set
Maybe I will start my own
and the 'Thchkno Robotic Puppy
holiday this year. If r started my
that had Granny_'.s panties in a
own religion, my boss might even
bunch.
have to give me the time off for
Christmas is a holiday run _ such a day.
by toy manufacturers and retailWhen you a:re at the mall
ers. Do they care about the holithis season, and you get attacked
day or the dollar?
by an old lady and her cane,
It's the time of year when
remember me. When you are in
you are forced to make a dreadllile for an hour just to by that
fully long list of names for which
special toy or game, remember
to purchase presents. Your
me.
employers will put on some silly
Presents have much more
Secret Santa game for all to par- meaningwhen they are unexpected. Holidays have much
ticipate in. Your church will do
some "white elephant" exchange. more m~when they aren't
about presents. Frankly, that is
Worst of all, that one friend
all that Christmas is to a vast
that you crossed off the list will
majority. Just another ~ion
show up to lunch one day with a
to buy a present and watch footbag and a card Then of course
ball.
there are the insincere cards
wishing you happy holidays, via
some silly comic or incredibly
Columnist Joey Myers can be
reached at jmyers@ucffuture.com
profound religious message.

HORSE wnH NO NAME
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There's no wrong way to vote
/lo an avid fan of The Central Rorida . Iwould have thought that The future would've
Future, Iwas shocked to have read such degrad- expressed some satisfaction with a successful
ing and biased comments from in the staff edi- electoral process.
.
torial, "Florida voted, or at least tried," pubInstead, you chose to degrade the voters'
lished Nov. 7.
political views, and may as well have wished
After two consecutive elections, where them away from the polls in the first place.
hundreds or even thousands of registered voters Contrary to partisan belief. there is no right or
lost their right to vote through procedural foul wrong in choice on the ballot Voters· instead
ups, The Future had the· nerve to accuse the pick whoever they thin!< Will serve the country to
entire state of voter incompetence. In a time match their own ideals. If the people have chowhen voter turnout is barely tipping the scales sen to fill both houses of Congress and the Whiteat 60 percent and the-people are frustrated House with Republicans, then there must be
with the-electoral process, The Future has no · something right with the conservative view that
right to discourage voters from the polls by plac- we cannot see.
ing their own views on an infallible pedestal.
So instead of trying to demean the neu. I assure you that I am a registered tral UO: audience. The Future would do itself a
Democrat and I was very disappointed in the service to lick its liberal wounds and start .rallyoutcome of the election. But for the first time in ing a larger Democratic vote for the next presifour years. everyone who wanted to vote. haa dential election.
·
.
his or her vote counted. After numerous artides
· -JON4THAN OIUN6
discussing your frustration with voting foul ups,
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·sex abuse not to be protected by.any institution
ll

free to keep such offenses from the authorities.
·
al abuse allegations be reported to civil
That does appear to be a significant
authorities.
backtracking from Dallas. Cardinal Francis
. The latest version requires only that
George of Cly.cago, leader of the U.S. delebishops "comply with all applicable laws" ·
gation to Rome, said he believed that "the
regarding the reporting of sexual abuse
g0als of the Dallas decision, i.e.; to prot~ct
·allegations. Thus, in states where sexual
· m.illors and to reach out to victims; have
abuse of minors is an offense but reporting been preserved," and that as a result of the
is not required by law, bishops may feel
negotiatio11s, the new policy respects the
FROM PAGE

that is the business of the criminal justice
system.
Sexual molestation or sexual exploitation of a minor must be beyond the protl~c
tive shield of any institution - be it educational, corporate or religious. Any policy
that allows clergy sexual abuse of children ··
to go unreported to public authorities is a
policy that.grievously harms more than it
helps.

rights of accused priests. The meetingS this
week will give the bishops an opportunity
to agree or disagree with Cardinal
George's assessment. How the Catholic Church handles abusive.clergy is an issue for priests, their
church superiors and women and men who
share that faith. The unlawful preying
upon minors, however, is a serious fel~ny
regardless of who the abuser may be, and
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Tl!e UCF won(en ~ soccer ((fain
won its mghth conference _t~tle
in 10 years Saturday ·-· ·- , , :~ .: · ,
KRISTY SHONKA
STAEF WRITER

UCF SPoRTS lNFoRMATION
Asante Samuel (right) breaks up a pass in UCF's 45-21 win over Buffalo on Saturday. Samuel also had two tackles against the Bulls.

-Second-half outburst
·-lifts Golden _Knights
11

KRISTY SHONJ<A

•

6AME COVERAGE

STAFF WRITER
·'

•

..
..
·• -

.AMHERS~ N.Y - In about 21
:minutes Saturday, the UCF offense
scored more points than it had in five
of its previous eight ·games. An 8-yard
touchdoWn. pass from Ryan Schneider
to Luther Huggins with 5:56 to go in .
the third quarter began a 31-point
offensive explosion en route to a 45-21
over Buffalo, in Mid-American
Conference action.
Oh yeah, and the Golden Knight
d~ense h~ld the Bulls to just 38 yards
of total offense in the second half.
"I challenged the defense·going
UCF SPORTS INFORMATION
into the game, and I thought they did
a remarkable job of shutting down ·Ryan Schneider threw for 360 yards Saturday
[Buffalo] for mosfof the game," UCF against the Bulls.
Coach Mike Kruczek said.
. And who said UCF (4-5, 3-2)
"I think we proved to a lot of poowasn't a second half team?
ple that we can play football in the

. VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOOK
t

•

PLEASE SEE

Montgomery ON 17

-SEE 14
second half," senior defensive end
Elton Patterson said. ''That's been the
letdown throughout the whole season,
but we've got our objective right now.
We came up as a team and as a
defense and dominated the second
half."
Before Saturday's g:ame at
Buff8J.o the Golden Knights had bee;n
outscofed 134-87 in the second half,
including shutouts in five third quarPLEASE SEE All ON 17

.

.

Knights clinch top seed, Sante-injured
. CRAIG BROOKS

'

Footbpll notebook • Inside the
numbers • Around the locker room
MAC scoreboard

BUIES CREEK, N.C.The· UCF women's soccer
- team continued its confei:ence domination Saturday,
as the Golden Knights won
the
Atlantic
. Sun
Championship for the second
consecutive season and the
eighth time in 10 years. UCF
earned the A-&m's autoinatic -bid to the NCAA
Tournament with the championship. .
Freshman Courtney
Baines picked an opportune
time to net the first goal of
her career as· she hit the
game-winner in UCF's 3-2
win
over third-seeded
Jacksonville fa the champi.onship game. Baines netted a
serve from senior Nicole
· Cieslak in the 79th :minute for
the win.
After taking an early 1-0
lead on a 15-yard shot by
tournament MVP Allison
Blagriff, the Golden Knights

foundthemselvesdpwn2-1at
the half. Jacksonville was the
only A.:Sun team.to beat UCF
during the · re~ sea8on,
but the Knights used SOPle
help from the :q<>lphins and·
tied it up at two'.
Baines sent a shot into
the JU defe:nse 'in the 50t1i
_ minute, ' which _ goalie
Stephanie Fbwler dropped..
The Dolphin defense areidentally knocked the ball into its ·
own net for an own goal and
a 2-2 tie. Then 29 :minutes
later Baines put the Knights
up for good. The own goal
was the second to go UCF's
wayfa the tournament. ·
Blaigriff's gQal Saturday
and game-wihner in Friday's
3-0 win over Jacksonville
State earned the sophomore
MVP honors. Baines, Jessica
Kuhlman, ·
Jennifer
Montgomery,
Summer
Savage
and
Jackie
VanLooven joined their team.mate on the All!Jburnament
team.
UCF is '18-4.on theyear, .

STAFF WRITER

The UCF volleyball . · team _
earned the No. 1 seed in the
Atlantic Sun Tournament on
Saturday, but what happened
Friday night could have a bigger
impact on the Knights' tournament
run. Starting outside hitter Leyre ·
Santaella Sante suffered a grade
two right ankle, sprain Friday
against Jack~onville.
Sante, arguably the best player· in the A-Sun, is an emotional

leader for ·the Knights. She paces
UCF with 4.82 kills per game and
0.45 serV:ice aces a game. She's second on the team with 2.86 digs a
game. She has earned A-Su:n
Player of the Week honors three
·times this season, more than any
other player.
The good news is the Knights
have two weeks off before the ASun Tourna.ip.ent, which UCF hosts
Nov. 22-23. Depending on the
extent--of Sante's injury, the .two
weeks will either give :µer a chance
to heal or give the Knights a chance

to .gef used to playing without her.
"In practice we have
gone through situations
where some of our starters
~e not in the rotation," UCF
Coach Meg Colado said. "We
are prepared for whatever
comes our way."

UCF loses first conference
match, earns ~o. 1seed
. ,The Knights rebounded
PLEASE SEE

Watts ON 16

. JoE KALErrA I CFF

. Courtney Baines' first
career goal was the
game-winner in the
Golden Knights 3-2 win
over Jacksonville in the
A-Sun championship.
1
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Offensiue Player of the Week

BUf[llliO
· LEADERS•
rtt~ ' 21
•

Schneider: 25-43,.360yards,5TOs,21NTs
Haynes:
18 carnes, 71 yards
Fryzel:
8 catches, 122 yards, TO

•

inside the numbers

football Notebook

RYAN SCHNEIDER

continued

The junior quarterback
threw a career-high five
touchdown passes ilnd
ran in for another,
. leading UCF to its best
second half performance
of the season. Schneider
was 25-of-43 for 360
yards.

5 .

The number of sacks by the UCF
-defense against Buffalo.

. ·3

Defensiue Player of the Week

Senior defensive Elton Patterson
moved into sole possession of third
place on UCF's all-time sack list
with his 14-yards sack.

POER SANDS
The sophomore free
safety nabbed his
second pick of the
season in the third
quarter and it proved to
be the turning point in
the game. UCF·had just
tied the game at 21 and
the interception led to
the Knights' go-ahead
touchdown. On the Bulls' next five
possessions, the UCF defense forced threeand-outs to end the game. Sands ~lso led UCF
with eight tackles. _

MAC SCOREBOARD
UCF
Kent State
Connecticut

Inside the numbers

Eastern Michigan
Western Michigan

31
33

Akron
Ohio

10

Bowling 6reen

17

27
26

Central Michigan
Toledo

17

44

·•

The number of catches by
Jiinmy Fryzel, a career high.

ff round the locker Room

, '~ UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

Alex Haynes carried the ball 18 times for 71 yards Saturday in a 45-21 win over Malo.

3

"We had a better football team, it just
wasn't apparent at the time."

Third-quarter woes
get reversed

A career high reception
tot~l for Ivery Gaskins

7

STAFF wRrrER

When the Golden Knights came out
at halftime, the same old story started to
unfold. Fbr the seventh time in nine
games, UCF had the lead to start the third
quarter. Up 14-7 on the second half's
opening drive, UCF quarterback Ryan
S~hneider got intercepted by Kevin
Concepcion, who returned it 48 yards to
the Golden Knights' 3-yard line. One play
later Aaron Leeper ran into
endzone·
to tie the game.
On the ensuingpossession, UCF running back Alex Haynes fumbled the ball
away on Golden Knights' 43-yard line.
The Bulls took advantage, scoring a gl>~e;!r.touchdown on a i().yard run b~

. 38 .
I

the

The total yards allowed by UCF's
defense in the second half.

.T h

. b . f 3t.
h.
e num er o pos1 ions sop omore
Dee Brown has held this season. He's
· ' lined up at fullbaQk, tailback and
most rec~ntly - linebacker.

"My body's sore."
-WIDE RECEIVER JIMMY FRVZEL
AFTER ACAREER DAY

But then the Golden Knights righted
ship. Schneider quickly marched UCF
wnfield, capping a six play, 66-yard

"They knew there wasn't going to be
anybody here, but that can't be the
motivational factor to play this game."

down pass to
Luther Huggins.
Safety Peter
Sands intercepted
Buffalo's Randall
Secky on the following possession,
returning it to the
Buffalo
14.
Schneider hit tight
end Michael Gaines two plays later for a
touc~down that gave the Golden Knights
_ the Jead for guod.
, Fbr the entire second half, UCF held
Buffalo to just 38 yards of total offense.

-KRUCZEK ON THE ANNOUNCED
CROWD OF 6.923

"As long as we've got great backups we'll
be just fine."
-DEFENSIVE END ELTON PATTERSON
ON UCF'S BANGED-UP DEFENSE

"We didn't start out well in the third
quarter, but obviously the more dominant
team prevailed in the football .game."
-KRUCZEK

- Mother Nature"

~n KnightS' sideline

"I don't care about the record. You saw
what happened ~ith Akron and Marshall
last week."

The Golden Knights dodged the
PLEASE SEE

Prater ON 15

.

-FRVZEL

.
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-UCF COACH MIKE KRUCZEK
ON BUFFALO'S 21-14 LEAD

drive in 2:03 with
an 8-yard touch-

CHRIS BERNHARDT

The number of time Matt Prater's
kicks .went through the uprights. He
hit his only field-goal attempt and
was six-for-six on extra points, after
going two-for-five last week on kicks
with a miss and two blocks.
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Prater regains timing
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Jimmy frytel caught a career=high eight passes for 122 yards Saturday against Buffalo.
FROM PAGE 14

weather bullet, catchlng an
unusually warm day by Buffalo
standards. The game time temperature was 59 degrees, not
exactly .shorts ·weather but not frigid either.
Still, there was a strong
wind at UB Stadium, causing
UCF to uncharacteristically elect
to receive in the second half,
rather than the first, after winning the opening ~in toss.

Fryzel continues great run
Wide receiver Jimmy Fryzel
had his fourth big g'allle in the

past five. Coming off a careerbigh 150 yards against Syracuse
last week, Fryzel had a careerbest eight catches for 122 yards
against Buffalo. That marks the
third time he has passed the 100yard barrier this season. He
caught his third touchdown of the
'Year on UCF's opening drive of
the g'allle.
The senior- has caught at
least one pass in his last 30
games, tying him with Ted Wilson
for fourth in school history.
Current wide receiver's coach
Sean Beckton holds the record
for 42, out of reach for Fryzel who
has just
games left. If he
does make a reception in each of
those games, he'll tie Charles Lee
for seco~d all-time.

three

Fourth down problems

}OE KAI.EITA I

CFF

Matt Prater was perfect on six PAT attempts and hit a 43-yard field goal Saturday.

touchdown of the season.
Thomas Andrew started in
place
of Kyle Watkins at right
With three tackles against
guard,
the first start of his
Buffalo, linebacker Stanford
Rhule became the first Golden career.
Redshirt freshman Paul
Knight to surpass 100 tackles for
Carrington
registered the first
this season. The sophomore has
sack
of
his
career
for an 8-yard
101 on the season.
loss.
And running back Dee
Prater bounces back
Brown saw his first collegiate
After having two kicks
action at linebacker during the
blocked, missing another and
game. Injuries have forced UCF
losing kickoff duties against
to use· the former high school
Syracuse last week, true fresh- .
linebacker in his old role. He
man p}ace-kicker Matt Prater
assist.ed on one tackle.
·
needed a confidence boost. He
got-i>ne at Buffalo.
Injury report
.
He regained his kickoff
Cornerback Marcus Glover
duties, kicltjng six times with missed the g'allle after injuring
three touchbacks. He also hit all
his shoulder while practicing
six extra point attempts and a ·punt blocks this week
43-yard field goal. That kick
Nose guard Larry Brown
attempt became more challeng- broke his left ring finger in the
ing when Fryzel, who serves as
first quarter and did not return.
holder, got injured in the previ- According to early reports the
ous play. Punter Ryan Flinn took injury could keep him out for
~place on the attempt.
several weeks.

Stanford Rhules
tackle category

_

UCF came into its game
against Buffalo having allowed
six fourth down conversions on
10 attempts. Clearly the Bulls
noticed, attempting a fourth
down three times and succeeding
on each.
They made their first
attempt in the first quarter after
driving deep into Golden Knights'
territory and got a 14-yard pass
interference call on UCF cornerback Carlos Th9mpson. That set Afew firsts
A week after recording his
up a 2-yard touchdown run by
first ·sack of the season, Mascoe
Leeper.
At the begfuning of the ~ got his first interception in the
ond quarter, Buffalo attempted a second quarter. The ball got
fourth and inches and got an tipped by 'cornerback Asante
encroachment Call on UCF mid- Samuel and Mascoe pounced on
it. .
dle linebacker Chad Mascoe.
Schneider's 1-yard sneak
And in the third quarfer
Secky completed a ?"yard pass . into the endzone in the fourth
quarter marked his first rushing
on fourth an~ three.

· Rhule sprained his ankle in
the first quarter but returned
after a brief absence.
Haynes, who missed a
game last month with a high
ankle sprain, had to come out
with his own ankle problems in
the third, but returned.
And center Mike Mabry had
to get helped off late in the fourth
quarter with what turned out to
be a high right ankle sprain.
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Watts registers first triple-double
FROM PAGE 13

from their first conference loss
of the season Friday to beat
Stetson on Saturday to claim a
share of the A-Sun regular season title.
"The loss does not lower our
confidence,!' junior setter Jenny
Frank said after Friday's loss to
Jacksonville. "We have to prove
to ourselves and coach that we
can do it and that we have trust
in ourselves and the team.
.[Jacksonville] had a good game,
we didn't. Next is · Stetson and
that is all we look forward to."
And UCF proved its confidence wasn't shaken Saturday
with a 3-1 win over the Hatters.
Playing without Sante, freshman
Emily Watts had a career night
with 21 kills. Sophomore Tanya
Jarvis also had a big night, finishing with 16 kills and 17 digs.
Frank added a match-high 55
assists to go along with seven
kills and six digs.
The win meant UCF would
share the regular season title
with Georgia State, and the
Knights earned the top seed by
beating the Panthers 3-1 back on
Oct. 4. Both teams are 10-1 in the ·
A-Sun and the Knights are 19-11
overall.
UCF had been perfect in ASun play this season. That is
until.Jacksonville came to town

Friday night. UCF. overcame the
loss of Sante in tlie first game,
- winning 30-25, but dug itself into
a hole by losing the · next two
games.
The Knights battled back to
take the next game and force a
game five, but the Dolphins won
15-10 to finish off the upset.
Despite the loss, Emily Watts
had a career night with her first
triple double, registering 17 kills,
11 assists and 21- digs.
"The loss gets us even more
pumped for the next game and
the conference championship,"
she said. "The triple double is
· nice 1 but I really want the wins."
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Freshman has big weekend
Watts set career highs on
·Friday when she registered her
first-ever triple-dquble. She tied a
personal-best with 17 ~s and
set new highs with 11 assists, 21
digs and six blocks.
It didn't take Watts long to ·
break the 17-kill barrier. Against
Stetson on Saturday, Watts
helped fill the void left by Sante,
upping her career best to 21 kills.
The freshman has filled a variety
of roles this season. She's the
backup setter and has played
right side and outside hitter.

JOE KAu!ITA

/

I CFF

Leyre Santaella Sante (left} is helped off the court after
spraining her ankle Friday. Emily Watts (above} ·had 21 kills
Saturday against Stetson, and had atriple-double Friday
against Jacksonville."

when you can gear up for signing up,
that's mlifeSM
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show off
• •
your s1ng1ng
.
talents at
. a UCf .
sporting_event?
UCF Sports Marketing
is looking for National
Anthem singers for .
upcoming sporting
events. We will be holding
aud_i.tions on December 3
-and 4 in the Arena. Please
call (407) 823-~807
to set up a time. ',
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Buy a phone and a qualified AT &TWireless Calling Plan for $39.99/month or more and get 1000 Anytime Minutes* for up to two years and your
choice . of free gear. Choose from fresh styles to the latest tech equipment, including: Tony Ha~k's Pro SkaterT" 4 games, Levi's® jeans, $50
Sephora gift cards, Loews movie passes, Sony CD Walkman players, and more. Check out your options at attwireless.com/gear.
•Domestic long distance included and no roaming charges-on the AT & T Wireless GSM™/GPRS network.

~ATa.TWireless
©2002 AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved. Requires purchase of a new phone and new activation on a qualified plan after August I, 2002, credit approval, a $36 Activation ~ee,
one or two-year agreement, a GSM™/GPRS phone·and up to a $175 cancellation fee. Not available for purchase or use in all areas. Voice usage is rounded up to the next full
minute. You will automatically receive limited access to data service at per kilobyte pricing. You will be charged for _all data usage sent through our network. Unused monthly
minute allowances lost. I000 Anytime Minutes available from your Home Coverage Area for the initial contract term of one or two years only. At end of initial contract term,
service will continue but you will only receive 500 Anytime Minutes. Participants must be. between the ages of 1~-24 years old and have a valid e-mail address and Internet
access. Participants must register for the program within two months of activation. Program available only to customers who activate service at attwireless.com or at
participating AT&T Wireless Stores or Authorized Dealers in select cities. Offer available for a limited time. Participants must remain on service for at least 30 days after
activation in order to receive choice of gear. Complete Guidelines-and description of gear offered in program available at attwireless.com/gear. Participants are bound by the .
General Terms and Conditions, rate plan and promotional.materials.
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All eyes Women's·basketball team
on ESPN· falls in exhibition ·game
,.
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ters and two fourth quarters. The
Knights gave up two touchdowns early
ill the third quarter, both of which came
off of UCF turnovers. An interception by
Peter Sands, however, shifted the
momentum back to the Knights, where it
~ ,
remained.- - .·
"[Sands] stepped up and. made a
great play," Kruczek said "It [provided] .
great confidence for him and the rest of
those·guys. It was the momentum setter
of the second half. We got points out of it .
and took the lead, [which] we never
relinquished." ·,.
.
_ Following that interception, the
UCF~d~Iense _held Buffalo to five-three·
.
and outs to end'the game.
· The Huggins score that started ·the
outburst tied the game at 21, after -the
Bulls had pulled ahead following a fumble by UCF tailback Alex Haynes.
Schneider connected with tight end
Michael Gaines on a 14-yard touchdown
pass following the interreption to put
UCF up 28-21.
Matt Prater made a 43-yard field
gual at the beginning of the fourth quar. ter and Schneider added a 28-yard
· touchdown pass to senior Doug Gabriel
.and a 1-yard sneak for a score to put the
game away at 45-21.
UCF was up 14-7 at the half on
touchdown passes to seniors Jimmy
Fryzel .and Sean Gaudion, but the
Knights didn't look sharp.
'We came out flat," Fryzel said 'We
picked it up, though."
· Fryzel was a big reason UCF had
the lea'.d at the half. He had five first-half
receptions, on his way to a career-best
eight catches for 122 yards. Fryzel
:{licked up the slack as Gabriel had no'
catches in the first half
"The way they were playing, they
left the crosses open in· their zones,"
Fryzel said 'We just had to find the window."
The win keeps UCF's hopes for the
MAC East Division title alive, but they
need a . little help. The Knights need
Miami to beat Marshall on Tuesday
pight on ESPN to have a chance at the
title.
"I know Tuesday night we're all
guing to be watching TY," Fryzel said
If Miami pulls off the upset, UCF
controls its destiny. The Knights would
-have to win out, including at Miami on
Nov. 23.ln their first year in the MAC, the
Knights are getting a good taste of_what
life in a conference is like.
"I think it's great for the kids to
have that kind of distraction in life, to
where they can watch that game on TV
and cheer like crazy that great .things
happen for Miami of Ohio" Kruczek said

~

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

.'l

Despite a 'team-high 16 points by junior
Marvelous Washington, the ·UCF women's
basketball team fell to tfie NWBL All-Stars - 75-68 in the Knights first exhibition game o~
the season.
The two teams were ev~n through the
first
minutes of the game; but the AllStars began pulled away on a· ~o-O run. The
lead grew to 13 points before UpF pulled to
within 10 at the h.alf. The Knights trailed
37-27 going into the locker room.
Betty Lenox and Jennifer Jordan each
scored 17 points for the All-Stars; while
Washington came off the bench to score her
team-high 16: Sophomore Aii Roberts
scored 11 points and had five rebounds.
Junior Adrienne Billings led all players
with eight rebounds and she added 10
points.
-·
Freshman Shayla Smith had a wellrounded game in her debut as a Knight: She
registered ~a;-.game-high nine assists and
five steals, while grabbing six reboun,ds and
scoring eight points. She also played the
most minutes of any Knight with 31.
UCF ouf.:.shot the NWBL 46.9 percenf
to 37.9 percent, but 32 turnovers doomed
the Knights. Betty Lenox and Jerinifer
Jordan led the All-Stars with 17 points
each.
The Golden Knights get back on the
court at 7 p.m. Friday when they host the
Houston Jaguars.
·

score a
team-high
16 points.
She scored
eighrof her
points o_nfree
throws.
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No Shaq, no Kobe ... no problem for the take Show

JlnE

SPORTS

corner
JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After giving its 2001
Intramural Championship to
Triple Threat to hold for a year,
the Lake Show earned it back
with a convincing :win that at
. times wasn't as close as the
final score would indicate.
~ got off to a sloppy
start after Lake Show center
Ochiel Swaby won the opening

tip, as teams exchanged early as Dario Donahoo sparked a 19turnovers. Kenneth Allison io run that culminated with a ·
opened the scoring with a fade Trevor Anderson lay-up that
away jumper to take the lead. pulled the score to 56-50 with
Matt Krnesinski countered with six minutes left. That would be
a quick three-pointer to give . as close as Triple Threat would
Triple Threat its only lead of the get, as Lonnie Battle got two of
game. Before Triple Threat his 20 points to finish the threat
could blink, Lake Show opened · off. The Lake Show was money
up a 23-9 first half lead on some from the line in the last two minhot three-point shooting by its utes and celebrated as the final
big man, Ochiel Swaby. Lonnie buzzer sounded.
Battle hit a turnaround bank
Sigma Chi played ·role
shot with three minutes left in reversal on Wednesday night as
the half to give the Lake Show a they took the Bus Drivers to
34-13 lead, an<;l ~t coasted into school, winning the Rec League
the half with a 38-24 lead.
title 64-59. Sigma Chi led the
The Lake Show didn't slow game for · most of the night,
down in the opening minutes·of . thanks to a game-high 26 points
the second half, as . it main- by Blake Will. Jeff White and
tained · a double-digit margin. Daniel Fbx each chimed in with
The defending champions 10 points each to pace Sigma
wouldil't gu home easily though, Chi over the Bus Drivers.

Alpha Delta Pi won the
women's title for the second
straight year, beating Shut Em
Down 33-19. ADPi utilized a
slow half court offense for the
entire game to frustrate the
high scoring opponents and
keep them to a season low 19
points. Five players gut on the
board for ADPi, lead by Lori
Correnti's 12 · points and
Shanda Bucher's 8 points.
IM Sports Corner
presented by

·~
R!STORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

407-282-4000 •Across from UCF
Open 1lam4am
(llam-2am Sun-Wed)
FREE DELIVERY!

Montgomery ·filoves i~to first-place tie in record books
FROM PAGE
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a new season-high win total for the
program. The previous high was 16.
The win was the Knights' seventh
consecutive victory and 1oth in
their last 11 games. UCF finds out
who and where it will play in the
first ·. round of the NCAA
Tournament today·at 4:30 on ESPN

News. .
The top-seeded Knights
earned the trip to the championship
game by shutting out fourth-seeded
Jacksonville State 3-0 on Friday. It
was keeper Kuhlman's ninth
shutout of the season.

Bl.agriff gut UCF on the board
first just 1:18 into the game on an
assist by Baines and that was all
Kuhlman would need as the senior
made six saves to secure the win.
The Gamecocks defense gave the
Knights an insurance gual in the
31st minute, when it scored an own
gual

-

Montgumery, A-Sun Freshman
of the Year, scored her 17th gual of
the season , 56 minutes -into the
game on an assist -by Becca
Eshelman. Montgomery's .46 points
on the season ties her with Amy
· Jones for UCF's single-season point
total record
·

Jennifer
Montgomery
(center) tied
UCF's single
season points
record at46
when she
scpred
against _
Jacksonville
State on
Friday. ·

-

~
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·That's right! le are hosting abanner contest for all clubs and organizatio1s
at our football game v. Kent State on Saturday, Nove1ber 11th at Bp1!
We'll be judging on:
~_

• -How your banner relates to UCf Spirit! • How many people lrom your oraanizat-ion attend t-e game! ·
• ~How spirited your group is at the game!
What's the Bcaap?
Groups can work individually or tea1 up for this contest. Your banner 1ust be
checked ·in athe Sports Marketing table at Gate cby 5:3Dp.m. Judging will take
place during the first quarter, so make sure your group is in place and noisy! The
winner will be announceH right before halfli1e. There is 10 mini1um size requirement,
but banners should not exceed B' high ~Y 10' wide. No use of profa1ity will be allowed.
. What da yau win?
Your group will be invited down on the field at halftime to form the tunnel to greet the
football team as they come back onta the field for the second half! You will also be featured on the video board during the second half, sa be sure to wear yaur organization's name
lin black and gold, of course!)

'
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Questions?
Email gert@mail.u1l.edu
;
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GO KNIGHTS! ·
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· When divas
.invade, expect
faux female show
fl)

LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER
\')

.,

"If I was your woman ... ," the hostess lipsynced, shooting a sultry look at the audience.
She adjusted the phony golf ball-sized boobs
that were squeez~d into the bosom of her gold
dress and strutted confidently across the stage
in a shimmering pair of heels.
As she finished her performance, sweat
dripping down her painted cheekbones, the
audience exploded with warm applause. With a
wicked smile and a toss of her Supremes-style
wig, Miss Darcel Stevens yanked up her metallic ballroom gloves and welcomed the audience
to the Footlight Theater.
"I know I look like a real woman,· but I'm
not," Miss Darcel asserted, reminding the audience of her true identity and what we came to
see - a drag show on a typical weekend night at the
Parliament
House
on
UCF DIVA
Orange Blossom Trail.
INVASION
That Friday evening,
my friend Nancy and I were
When: Wednesday,
anxious for a preview of
Nov. 13, 8 p.m.
what
to
expect
on
Where: Pegasus
Wednesday night at UCF's
own gender-bending extravBallroom
aganza - Diva Invasion
2002.
Sitting at the P-house,
as regulars affectionately refer to the Orlando
hoteVbar; Nancy and I witnessed it all. A dismal
Debbie Gibson-wannabe at the door glanced at
our IDs, his earlobes sagging from the weight of
his huge 80s-style clip-on earrings. A warbling
karaoke singer, a burly man who had somehow
managed .to squeeze his huge shoulders into a
white ruffled blouse, made us giggle.
A table full of chatty boys, all prattling a
mile a minute and mirroring each other's mannerisms, made us suddenly consciqus of the fact
PLEASE SEE

Diva ON 21

Ghetto fabulous
or just plain
ghetto?

BREIT HART I CFF

This resident ofThe Gatherings apartment complex
lifts the 'Party On' sign to all those who pass by

KELLY O'CONNOR

F
Students tell
what they
think of their
apartment
complex.
-SEE 'I s it aood to
be ghetto?'. ll

STAFF WRITER

or sophomore Frank Ozen, there were
several determining factors that helped
him decide where to live when he moved
here from New York. But when he chose to
live ·in 'The Gatherings,' there was one
main thing that stuck out in his mind - the
parties.
"I chose The Gatherings because my
sister used to live here and I heard so many
good things about the party scene," Ozen
said.
Ozen not only likes the complex he
lives in but the people as well.
"The people here are just really chill
and seem tight; we all can get along well
together," Ozen said.
Sophomore Justin Wright could not
agree more with Ozen.
·~t my old place I only met like two
people and now I have met at least 30 really cool people that I can always hang out .
with."

There ls even a regular party at apartment 52 in 'The Gatherings' .every Friday
through Sunday "night that even the daily
policeman who patrols the neighborhood
knows about.
"The policeman and I are getting to
know each other very well because I live in
#52," said junior Tony Albamonte. "He
doesn't scare me anymore.
But even Deputy Sheriff for Orange
County, Greg Wynn, understands college
students need to party.
"Every ·deputy has gone through
everything these kids have when it comes
to partying, so they go into the calls with
that mentality," Wynn said. 'We are not trying to get everyone arrested because at one
point most of us have done similar things."
Sophomore Matt Rigg agreed with
Wynn.
PLEASE SEE

Killer .oN 22
The party
atmosphere
is so happy,
many
Gatherings'
party goers
rarely think
of the
distance
between
-their cups
and their
mouths, as
evident by
the stains
on the
shirts.

CFF SPECIAL

UCF Diva Invasion members will perform Wednesday in an event
.that organizers hope .will build support for UCF's gay community.

(

.
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FREE BEER 9-11 PM
$2 Domestics $3 Drinks

Every Thursday Night

(

fridaYJ and Saturdays

ladies 11 & up Drink free until 12a.m.
Check out our aff new Friday nights
Ladles 18 & up welcome • Dress code enforced

orlando's
Iupscale nightclub

17 West Pine Street
Orlando, Aorida 32801

www.blueroomorlando.com

(407) 423-2588
21 anti up welcome

Underground-Bluz
(,..,..... . ,\ "We're the ~wn bar,
tight dawn the streetr'

Friday Nights
$2.00 Mich Ultra Draft
$4.00 Crown all night
Breaks and Hard House

Happy tiour 4 - 7 p.m .
. Join the tapped out club: 101 Beers on the walll _
Try our specialty: Dirty Hoes • 21 and up after 9 pm

Featured bands of the week:
November 12: Lion II (Reggae)
November 13: Open Jam (Open Mic) _
November 14: Billy the Kid Open Jam (Open Mic)
November 15: Micah (Blues/Freestyle)
November 16: Who Do Ramblers (Blues)

(

r
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Diva drag show supports
university's gay community··
FROM PAGE
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that our preference for the opposite
sex might not be welcome. However,
no one seemed to notice.
Miss Tasha Long, a tall, AfricanAmerican diva whose only hint of
masculinity was her bulging quadriceps, performed a perfect Mary J.
Blige lip.;sync routine, whipping off
the orange fur coat she was wearing
to reveal a skimpy one-piece bathing
suit.
As Miss Tasha pranced boldly
· around the stage, Nancy whispered
mystified, ''Where is it?" "It" was
definitely tucked away somewhere
impossibly out of view. And Miss
Tasha had real cleavage. Nancy and
I were dumbfounded. A boob job?
Women's hormones? And where was
."it," anyw~y?

LOOKING AHEAD
How are tnings snoping up for
tne GoMen Knignts ~asketoall teams1

We obviously had a lot to learn Board, the show will be hosted by
about the tricks of the drag queen Miss Darcel. Performers include
profession and a second lesson was female impersonators from both the
necessary for us tO fully appreciate Parliament House and Southern
-Nights, including UCF student Vixen
Miss Tasha's craft.
For students like myself and and UCF alumna Page King.
Nancy, the UCF Diva Invasion will
The show is free, and don.ations
serve as a forum of intriguing enter- · will help the GLBSU finance gay
tainment.
awareness month in April, AIDS
For ·s tudents like Ceser Hawas, awareness materials and the
chairperson and event coordinator, Magnolia Fund, which raises money
the unconventional event is a way to for the future GLBSU facility on
show support for the university's campus.
gay community.
Although the event is only in its
"I want - this event to push second year, Hawas, said he hopes
through the UCF administration's the show will attract as many as
lack of support for the gay communi- - 1,000 students.
ty and prove that UCF is a progres"I just want everyone to have a
sive university," Hawas said.
good time without worrying about
Sponsored by UCF's Gay, beiiig politically correct," he said.
Lesbian and Bi-sexual Student ''.After all, the girls on stage certainly
Union and the Campus Activities aren't worried about it."

Tne future takes on in ~ept~ look in our

~osketboll pfeview;pull-out sedion.,

-.>-

., ,·

Q: When I party, I often
drink too much, and the next
day I experience a hang-over,
and feel guilty. Do I have an
alcohol problem?
A: Alcohol use by college
students has characteristics
that mark it as a major
health and social issue, and
consequences that vary
depending on the nature of
the individual, the amount
consumed, and the circumstances surrounding the consumption. We in the college
health field are committed to
harm reduction, as opposed
to the "just say no" approach.
The 2001 College Alcohol
Study continues to $how that
40 percent to 45 percent of
college students "binge
drink," and it is this excessive drinkingto intoxication,
and not just alcohol in general, that causes most of the
alcohol associated harm that
occurs on campuses and in
student's lives. I would like to
discuss and define "binge
drinking," and the concept of
"hazardous drinking." Binge
drinking is defined, as greater
than five drinks in a row for
men, or four drinks in a row
for women. I-prefer the-more
·accurate and newer designation of "hazardous drinking," which fits the m~de of current efforts at harm reduction, rather than zero tolerance.
_
The UCF Core Drug and
Alcohol survey year 2000
.
revealed that, "Most UCF students have 0-4 alcohol drinks
when they party." There is a
discrepancy between actual
and perceived rates of hazardous. drinking: The hazardous drinking minority
attract a great deal of attention, and for good reason:
The 2002 NIAAA Survey
reported that 1400 college

students die am1ually from
alcohol relati:.d injuries, pri- ·
marily motorvehicle accidents. Alcoholwas involved
annually in more than
600,000 assaults, and 70,000
sexual assaults. Hazardous
drinking also leads to poor
academic performance,
unsafe sexual practices,
cases of alcohol poisoning,
and trouble with police.
All students should carefully examine and be proactive in the dec)sions they
make regarding alcohol, as
these decisions are often
spontaneous and irrational at
the keg party or bar. To help
you better define whether or
not you have an alcohol related problem, please answer
the following questions:
• Have you not remembered things that happened
while you were drinking?
• Have you had occasions
when you had more to drink
than you meant to?
• Have you felt that you
wanted or needed to cut·
down on your drinking?
• Do you ever drink to deal
with your feelings, stress, or
frustration? •As a result of your drinking, did anything happen that
you wish didn't happen?
If you answered yes to
one or more of these questions, please consider a discussion with me or another
provider at the Student
Health Center, 407-823-2701.
You may also want to call
REACH at 407-823-5457, or
. the Counseling Center, 407823-2811. UCF now has a
director of Alcohol and Other
Drug Programs, Laura
Riddle. If you choose to drink,
please drink in a low risk
manner. ·

Ask about our student discpunt and alumni affffiation,.
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Low down-pa.yment'and conv~Aient paym~nt plo.1'.9s .
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Killer parties occur
three times a week
FROM PAGE
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"The police honestly don't
seem to antagonize the people
who live here," Rigg said. "They
don't go out of their way to bust
anyone for anything minor."
However, when there are
many college students in one
pl.ace drinking, it is usually assumed that there will be at
least one fight.
''.Altercations usually only
occur with people from outside
The Gatherings," said Rigg.
Besides the fights, the parties at 'The Gatherings' are usually really good, ~igg a<!ded.
"Usually you can expect a
killer party here at least three
times a week."
Sophomore Patrick Shaffer
agreed. "Come here oil a
Saturday night and you will not
be disappointed." .
Although
freshman
Amanda Schroeder moved to
The Gatherings because it was
cheap, she is still aware that
her complex has a very popular
. party scene.
"It is b~sically like a big
block party every night,"
Schroeder said. .
However, it is not only the
parties that make this neighborhood interesting to live in.
Fbr Rigg, it is his "crazy
neighbor" who runs around the
complex wearing a thong
accompanied by a strap on over
it that makes it interesting for
. him. But Schroeder has one

•'

BREIT HART I CFF
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You can always find so.meone who has partied a little too hardy - usually-on the floor.
particular man that stands out
inhermind. ·
"I have seen this one guy so
many times who I am not even
sure ~lives in here driving
around blasting N'Sync and

singing from his old ghetto
ride," Schroeder said. "It is like
he wants ·to be made fun of.
Even when people throw things
like water balloons at him, he
still continues on."

IS IT 6000 TO BE 6Hffi0?
"I lived in University Oub last ye-ar
and Ihated it. with a passion. It should have.
been called University Hell. The furniture
smelled funky. The pool was completely
nasty. People would have sex in the pool and
it was hardly ever deaned."
- AlAINE GlARLFS, 23. Senior
"I live in University Oub and I love
it There are parties every night So what if
the stair rail fell apart and the toVll"I rack
fell right off the wall? It's still a good place to live. I_lived in a lot of ghetto places in
New York, so this is one of the better places
to live"
-GREGORY LAM01HE Jl. SophomOre
"I had my hubcaps stl)len when I

lived in Cricket Oub Apartments. Ialso had a
psycho for a neighbor who would leave
~eazy notes on my roommates car. One day,
there V1ere helicopters cirding around the
apartment searching for a car thief
-SUMMER MOSRll ll.. Senior

shoV1er."
-KRISTI YUTZY. 19. Sophomore
"Northgate lakes has a lot of frogs
around. We have had rrogs in our apartment
and I have found dead frogs in my room by
the window sill. Ihave no idea how they get
in."
-ETHAN COPERSITO. 20. Junior
"I live in The Gatherings and it's been
great All you have to do~ walk outside and
there are people all over the streets. There ~
always parties outside and it's very·loud."
-{}SEY ROBERlS. 20. Junior
' (.ollegiate Village Inn looks nice on
the outside. but on the inside it looks like a
run-down hotel from the 1960s. The cafeteria people don't Vlear gloves. People would
wait for the dryer to stop and then they
would steal your dothe5."
-KEVIN NEU. 20. Junior

KATIE FLATH I CFF

Ghetto
fabulous
comes in
many
different
varieties,
from
someone's
violent
desire to
get the
daily news
(above), to
porches
decorated
with cast"
offs and
underwear
(left) . .

"I used to live in University Oub and
they had parties all the time. One time the
residents even lit the Dumpsters on fire at a
party."
-NIO< lfDVORA. 23. Senior
"I used to live in River Wind. The
water overflOVll"d throughout the house and
the toilet had a tendency to break when Vie
sat down on it"
-Mll<AEIA NIX. 20. Junior

"f lived in (.ollege Park one ye-ar and
it was pretty ghetto. The maintenance guys
would _never knock, and would walk in the
bedroom when Iwas asleep."
-MEGAN MffiONOUGH. 21. Senior
"Living in Knights Krossing was a
nightmare. One maintenance guy actually
walked in the bathroom and S'JN me in the
NATALIA ZULUAGA

I CFF
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ACROSS
1 Goldman and
Lazarus
6 Lout
9 Loathe
14 Rover holder
15 Lofty poem
16 Nonsensical
17 Gap in time
18 Appoints
20 Improvise
21 Superlatively
chilly
22 Continental
NASA partner
23 _ not and say
we did
24 Work station
26 Immaculate
27 Deserve
32 One of Alcott's
women
33 Author Stout
34 One of
Roseanne's TV
kids
36 Life's work
38 Smile coyly
39 Silvery rareearth element
41 "_ My Party"
42 "To
is
human ... "
43 Tasty
44 Bullets, briefly
46 Actress
Blanchett
47 Study at the last
minute
48 Heavy imbiber
49 Pupil of Plato
54 Diet guru Jenny
57 Oslo man
58 Ann_, Ml
59 Three
Musketeers'
creator
60 Classified
61 Valletta's nation
62 Irish poet
63 Caustic solution
64 Appeals

was sued in October by Rebecca Cbfualquay,
who charged that while she was in the delivery room in labor, all personnel had stepped
out so that when little Tyler emerged, there
was no one to help, and he slid off the gwney
onto the floor. (He's OK now; but Chinalquay
fears later-manifesting problems.)
CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAf; PRESS SYNDICATE

Spectacular errors
• For an 'anniversary tribute to Sept. 11
victims, the city of Jersey City, N.J., planned
to release a flock of doves at a downtown ceremony, but since officials waited until the last
minute to order the .doves, all suppliers were
sold out. Jersey City wound up having to use
pigeons (which had been caged most of their
lives), and observers at the solemn ceremony
were forced to witness the awkward birds
smashing into office-building windows, plunging into the Hudson River and careening into
the crowd.
• Teri-Lynn Tibbo filed a lawsuit in
October, charging that doctors at St. Martha's
Regional Hospital in Antigonish, Nova Scotia,
not only left a 15-inch-by-20-inch surgical
towel inside her after a hysterectomy but
opened her wound eight more times in the
next four months to drain it, never suspecting
that a towel was there. Another hospital,
Meadow Lake, _in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,

· America's toilet-training -problem
· Recent Excretory Excesses: A 43-yearold nude boater docked at a waterside restaurant and defecated on 'shoreline rocks, to the
astonishment of diners, who chose the restaurant f01: its waterfront views (Stratford,
Conn., Septemb8l"). Green Bay Packers football player Najeh Davenport accepted community service to settle a charge that he broke
into a university dormitory and defecated in a
woman's wardrobe closet (Miami Shores,
Fla., October).

Our civilization in decline
Mental health legislation proposed in
Britain would force parents (under penalty of
a jail sentence) to medicate any child diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (September). The chairman of the
Knox County (Tenn.) School Board revealed
that "zero tolerance" rules (against even
accidental or benign possession of drug- or
violence-associated items) got 172 students
automatically expelled last school year (and
is thus proposing to soften the rules)
(September).

It's the Blood Drive
Battle of the Colleges!
Is YOUR college tough enough? Will Arts & Sciences ace out
Business? Can Engineering invent a victory? Let's find out.
.Give blood to represent YOUR college and· receive FREE FOOD
coupons from Crispers Restaura·nts.

, Get_snapped by the Lobster Guy!
The Lobster Guy will be on hand to take pictures of each
blood donor. Even though he completely lacks opposable thumbs,
he'll compile all photos_into an album, and present it to the
winning college.

Wednesday, November 15 ,
10a~ - &pm -.at the Un~on & near the Visual Arts Building

Thursday, November 14
10am - Spm - same places

Friday, November 15
10am - 4pm - at the Union only

·crossword·

DOWN
1 Cinder ending?
2 Hoover Dam's
lake
3 Sweet topping
4 Lend a hand

1

2

3

4

12

5

32
36

39
43

57

62
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5 Ancient Yemen
6 Juncture of two
streams
7 Worshiper
8 Reduced in rank
9 "It
Me Babe"
10 Errith
11 Loathe
12 Washington bills
13 Take ten
19 Orbiting loc.
24 Treaties
25 Nebraska city
26 Lima's land
27 Med. scans
28 "A Nightmare on
Street"
29 Worth saying
again
30 Totally
unreactive
31 _ Haute, IN
33 Tim or Beryl
35 Regarding
37 Actor Wallach
40 Of war
41 Gargantuan
45 Ailment

See solutions,
page 16

46 Cowboy's
parking lot?
47 Gear tooth
48 Rascal
49 Capp of the
comics
50 Libertine

51 Cookbook au1hor
Rombauer
52·The Sultan or
(Babe Ruth) 53 Actress Harper
55 Jot
56 Mardi
... i ..

Take Kaplan.
Score higher•
.

-.

GMAT: Classes begin Su_nday, Nov·: 17, 2002
MC"T: Classes begin Saturday,' Jan. ·11, 2003
PAT: Classes be'gin Wednesday, . ~ov. 13, 2002
, )
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Crlspers_NOW OPEN· Colonial Promenade
University Park 1 · 329 South Semoran Blvd.· Winter Park ·
Phone (407) 673-4100 ·Fax (407) ~73-4140
Waterford Lakes· 557 N. Alafaya Trail· Orlando
Phone (407) 482-4727 ·Fax (407) 482-5851

KAPLAN
1·BOO·KAP~TEST
kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan

::::>

· \CrlSferS_7
436

Contact us today to enroll!
,•\

ALAFAYA

SEHORAN BLVD.

·'

LSA!: Classes begin Wednesday, Dec. 4, 2002

Thanks to Crispers for donating free
salad and sandwich coupons.

11@1

-1i

17

"--~;:::;:;:~.....,.........

REGAL 20
THEATRES

13

•Test nwnes are registered trademarl<s at their respective owners.

~orld Lead;-
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600 GREBK LIFE
325HoMEs·
700Misc
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400 SERVICES
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Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

~~!r'oftlce)<Ja~s~~J~
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555 ~
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 160
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chlk-Fil-A)

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • dassijieds@IJCFfuture.com

2 Issues (1 week): '
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7 per wk
$1 per wk
$1 per wk

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/Wk for each additional line.

lm!J HELP WANTED lm!J HELP WANTED lm!J HELP WANTED lm!J HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

3 sales people needed to sell roses

Earn $500 to $5000 per month working
from home, campus, or anywhere!
www.lookrightnow.com or call
888-318-8094. Training, bonuses,
vacations, you name it, we got it.
No Exp Necessary!

dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and morel Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op·2a. Nice
smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 407~681-3612

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10

Make $2,000 by Christmas.

Base/Appt PIT Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

6 fun FT/PT sales positions.
Open at Fashion Square Mall
Avg. $6 to $12/hr. 407·648-2314.

Student Work
$10.00 Base/APPi.

Interested in Modeling?
Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.
Valet Parking • Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando
and Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voi9email.

Great Earning Potential $$$
18+ attractive females,
couples wanted to audition
for Showtime Documentary.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866·291-1884 xFL01

New to Modeling?
Fashion Photographer is seeking
models looking to build a portfolio and
break into modeling. Schedule a free
test shoot today at our studio in
Downtown Casselberry. Visit
www.tmc2photography.com.

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking ·to hire 4-5
students. High compensat!on
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.
Female Model Needed for Computer
GraphicS Artist for reference poses for
3-D creation. $100 for one hour of time.
Call John for details 407.253.6163

FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed
for confidential phone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Leave name and number
and your call will be returned
ASAP. 888-355-0322 Toll Free.

VACATION TELEPHONE SALES
FT/PT, paid training, excellent
commissions, some weekends req.
UCF quadrangle area, immed. pos.
avail. fax:407-482-2786 or email:
jobs@kosmasgroup.com
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No exp. necessary.
Earn up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-02n x907

•PT/FT
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• Customer Service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186
www.workforstudents.com
Valet Parkir:ig Attendants Needed

FT/PT sales & Asst Mgr opp. avail.
immd. @ Storehouse Furniture in
Winter Prk & Altamont. Seeking
outgoing indiv. w/smilel Nights &
weekends a must. Apply in person.
Call 407-622-5600 or 407-786-1222
for directions.
Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential.
Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Discover a World of
· Opportunities.

L~cations

throughout Orlando area,
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, for
great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

SPORTS & CASH.
Up to $500/wk.
Sports mktg. firm looking to fill
8-10 openings in sales, mktg and
account mgmt. FT/PT. Will train.
Great advancement opportunity!
Call Regina 407-679-2602.
Perfect Job for College Students!
Student Sales Rep
Work own hours, great pay!
. Andrew: 706-543-7067
Email: AGrabin@valuesearch.com
TRAVEL CONSULTANTS PfT work for
FfT pay, no exp required, benefits
available, $800-$1600 a week.
Call MJM travel Inc at 321-939-1214
ask for John, Michael or Mark.

•Custodial
• Dishwashing
• Resort Front Desk
• Quick Service
Food & -Beverage*

All Cast Members receive free Theme Park admission, merchandise discounts
and more! Full-time Cast Members also receive excellent medical, d~ntal
& vision benefits, and paid vacation & sick days.

For more information or to schedule an interview call the
"Walt Disney WorU® Jobline at (407) 828-1000.

TCBYTreats
Help wanted PfT & FfT
1945 Aloma Ave, Winter Park.
407-671-2888 auy one get one free
menu Item with UCF ID and
this coupon exp 1/15.
Experienced Babysitter needed for
2-yr old In my Eastwood home.
Flexible evening and daytime hrs.
Excellent references required.
· Call Kim at (321) 235-1382.
Cafe by UCF is hiring servers for the
best job in town! Must be friendly and
hard working w/ a great attitude!
Call after 2pm for Kathy or Camille
407-514-6999
Show off your singing talents at a
UCF Sporting Event! UCF Sports is
auditioning national anthem singers
for basketball and baseball.
Auditions Dec. 3 & 4 in the UCF
arena. Call 407-823-2807.

male volunteers (ageslB-35), to participate in a
brU!f research study to examine the effects of a

single exercise session on lepttn (a hormone that
affects the way a person loses or gains weight).

Benefits indude:
• Body Composition
• Aerobic Capacity
Assessment
Test
• Brief Dietary
•Pulmonary
Function Testing
Analysis
• Graded &ercise Test • Blood Analysis
• $120
(Stress Test)

Call: 407-927-7813 • Email: gkyriazis@lgeperformance.com

Brina us vour smile!
Now Hiring "a11v,
Smiling Faces!!
Now hiring

exciting,
friendly staff
for Winter Park
WingHouse
restaurant
seeking energetic
hostess, servers, and cooks. Stop by
and fill out an application!
Kt.\. ·1

EQE •Drawing Creativ.ity from Diversity • © Disney

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE on
Tuscawilla & Red Bug Rd.
NOW HIRING exp grill cooks
& servers. Must be avail during
holidays. Apply within Mon- Thurs
1-3pm or Call 407-699-0900

The .Exercise Pl:Tystology Lab at UCF is looking for beaJtby,

*Pay Premium for Full-Time and
Part-Time Cast Members

Full-Time,·Part-Time and Seasonal Opportunities Available.

NANNY NEEDED
Nanny/ personal assistant, FT,
avail everyday after 1 pm & during
holidays, $1600/mth, in Longwood
area. Call 407-925-5218

Are you Overweight?
Make $120 and Get a FREE
Fitness & Dietary Assessment

There's nothing like working at the "Walt Disney World® Resort,
where each day is a new experience! Join us in one of the following areas:

• Attractions
• -Merchandise
• Lifeguarding
• .Character/Parade
Performers
•Culinary

Promotional Reps Needed for the
In Card. 4 Positions available.
Great commission and multiple
perks! Check out our up-coming
event Thursday @ Knight Lights!
open Bar 10-12, Free giveaways!
Contact DB Events 407-926-1846
or 321-228-2352
www.incardnetwork.com

*

227 S. Semoran Blvd., Winter Park
for directions , call 4 07-673-WING ( 9464)
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FoRRENT

Why rent when you. can own?
Manufactured home in park
w/2 pools & clubhouse. 3bed/2 bath.
All appliances incl. Newly remodeled.
Close to UCF. Around $700/mth.
Call 407-273-9816.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
4/4 across from UCF, individual leases.
All util included, MUST move in by
Dec. Call 407-362-3163
Will buy you beer!!!

'95 Mustang coupe for sale, green ale,
power, V-6, new t\res, 73,300 miles,
cd player, and tint
$5,200 Excellent condition
Call anytime 321-945-6270

in 2/2 beautiful unfurnished apartNear UCF & Valencia-FML Pref.
White carpet, pool, tennis, BBall,
$390/base rent+ utilities-Quiet
neighborhood w/ security.
A luxury @ an affordable price!
Call anytime (954) 610-4109.

SERVICES

LOSE WEIGHi1

NOWI

Room avail ASAP

DJ EQUIPMENT & MORE FOR SALE
32" TV $300, 32" TV stand w/
compartments $75, DJ speakers
(easy eliminators) $300, carver-bi amp
able $300, Yamaha's $200, 500 watt
Pioneer car amp $200, car boom box
(two 15" woofers) $150
call 321-356-7095
BED
A queen pillow-top set. Name brand
· w/ warranty. NEW in plastic,
.sacrifice $250, can deliver.
Call 407-383-0585
BED
A full size set, new, still in plastic w/
warranty. Sell $175. Call 407-383-0585
MATTRESS SET
A queen set, orthopedic/plush,
unused in plastic, sell $210.
Can deliver. Call 407-383-0585
***MOVING SALE***
Glass-top table w/ 4 chairs,
brass bedroom ·set, queen mattress,
tv, vcr, microwave
Please call 407-681-6598

ml

FoRRENT

172 Reserved Circle, just North of
UCF, off Alafaya. 2/2 Condo. New
carpet/paint. 1100 sq. ft. $850/mnth.
Avail. immediately.
Call 407-463-0650.

1 Master bed/bath avail. in 4/4.
Washer/Dryer, Vaulted Ceilings,
All util. Incl. Across from UCF.
Avail. in Jan. $495/mnth.
Cail 904-891-3011.
Room for.Rent in 3bd/2.5ba. house.
7 min from UCF. Util, dig. cable,
phone and DSL incl. Quiet neigh.
$465/mth. N.o dep. w/credit appr.
Female preferred. 407-761-1270.
Private bed and bath on 2nd floor
of 3/2 home in Jan. Peace .and Quiet.
No smoking. 5 min. from UCF. All util.
& fastest internet incl. $400/mnth.
Female only. Call 407-977-6750.
M/F wan.t ed for furnished BDRM
in new bdrP,_home on lake, gated
comm) .6
from UCF, $475/mo
incl_
l t.util, 'IJ[s, no pets, sec sys,
poQ.I & t~nnis. C~ll 407-482-3202 or
2~!1.-461-5101 or 239-694-9700.

3

mlns

ROOMS .AVAILABLE ASAP
IN NEW 4/2 HOME NEAR UCF.
$400 INCLUDES ALL UTILITIES.
FURNISHED WITH BEDS. HOUSE
. HAS GAME ROOM WITH POOL
TABLE/BIG SCREEN TV.
. 407-468-3161.
BEDROOM FOR RENT
1 BDRM $400/mo + %Utilities.
· Pooltbl, W/D, Cable/ Internet
"' Call 407-365-247.0
472, Newly remodeled home, spa,
fireplac_e, Jacuzzi. in mst bdrm, scrnd
porch, lrg lot on .cul de sac, Semi,nole
·'. Coun,ty _ schq_gls~district, Professional
preferred, 1yr minimum rental,
··"' $1;lDO/rl)O+ $1300 dep.
"' ·Call 407-920-0733.

Jamai·ca ........ $679
Cancun ..·........ $609
Amsterdam ... $609
Paris ............... $597

401-348-3485
I

J

Herbalife Independent
Distributor.
~

1 Bed/bath avail in University House.
Close· to UCF. Furnished, W/D, 32"
t.v., pool and all util. incl. $400/mnth.
Call Dan at 904-610-2330. ·

Includes air & accommodations from Miami.
Prices are per person. Some taxes & fees
not included. Other departure cities and
destinations available.
·

· Perform Better! School,
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 85~ 0945

UCF Large 2b/2b apt. eat-in
kitchen, w/d hkups, patio,
spacious living room, just 595/mth.
Call 407-897-3366 or rpmrealty.net

Tutor
Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
marshgator1 @earthlink.net

3bed/2bath home with large porch for
rent. Quiet neighborhood, close to
Blanchard park. No pets. $1200/mnth.
.Call 407-381-2549 or 407-383-5272.

Now in two
locations!

mil

M·S: 10a-9p
Sat: 12·6p

COLONW. LOCATION
5600 W. COLONIAL DRIVE

407.332.8365

407.292.1889

Oxibrd Square Plaza
(Ac:ro5.S from SAMS Qub)

.

.

,,.,/,.,,.,

in1rot1ums
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KN16~· · OUT

ACT NOW! We guarantee the
best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Janfaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi gras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed,
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+.
1-888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

Wmt PLATES, NAPKINS. FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BALLOONS!
\.

Take the Hassle Out!

Butten:reem, Chocolate, carrot
Cakes, Huge Plee, Cheesecakes,
Muffins, P881rles, Gourmet
COOkles & Morel

401-101-8560

3bed/3bath apt. avail. Dec. 15.
All util. included. Minutes from UCF.
$372/mnth, $200 dep. per person.
Call 321-765-1158.
Room avail ASAP in 3/2 Home less
than 15 mins from UCF. Only $400 +
1/3 util. lnclu cable, w/d, high speed
internet. Must be N/S.
Call 407-247-6152

mi] ROOMMATES
Room Avail in NEW 3 BDRM APT only
1 min from UCF. Only $375 + util.
BBallNBall, Pool, Gym. Priv Bath.
Free Ethernet & Cable, 1 previous
owner 321-765-1330 or 321-759-4836
Clean, quiet, responsible person
to share private bed & bath in
3/2 home. Electric incl. Carport.
10 min from UCF. No pets/smoking.
2 kids. $450/mnth.
407-804-6700 x8219.
Roommate wanted for New 3Bdrm Apt
Only 1 min from UCF. Incl Vaulted ·
· ceilings, gym, bball, priv bath, ethernet
and· cable. Only $375'+ 1/3 util.
407 -493-6728
Female roommate wanted.
Spring semester. Share 2bed/2bath.
10 min. from UCF. Upperclassmen
. or graduate preferred. $4~0 + 1/2 util.
Call Lauren at 407-671-2065.
· Private bed/bath avail. in 2/2
Waterford Lakes Apt~ for $438/mnth.
+ util. Wooden floor, W/D, pool, gym.
M,i_n utes from 408 and UCF.
. Call. 407~963-8-023.
F~male Roommate needed for

Room in 4/2 House with Pool only
$375/mo + util, Close.to UCF.
Call Sarah at 407-375:~662

rriblomsl

Audio books piling up?
Trade in for new books!
Trade 2-for-1 / receive bookstore
credit. Visit Book Treasures
Bookstore,located at Univ. Blvd.
& Goldenrod Rd. next to
Winn-Dixie. M-S 10-7,407-&n-9092

• Fun &Easy Transportation

• rllKllKilg Av~ _
• 2yr unlnited nileage warranty
• 3 models/ 9 colors
• Major aeclt cards accepted

All American Personnel
(407)445-2222
Executive Placement (no fees!)
. Register w/ our agency, call today
PROFESSIONAL RESUME ...
SERVICES
lmmigracion, Visas •
Traducciones, Notarios
!Se Habla Espanol!

Parts - Saks - Serriee

Jet Ski Orlando

(407) 859-3006

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFulidraiser
3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, -0r visit
www.campusfundraiser.com ·

The solution is simple & within
easy reach! Be slimmer & better
nourished. All natural supplements.
Call 1-800-207-4056 · ,

LOSE UP TO 30LBS
IN 30 DAYS ONLY $30
Tal<e control with TOTAL.CONTROL"'.
Burns Fat, Boosts Energy,
Controls Cravings. 407-464-0229

E!Iil

!!!! LOSE WEIGHT NOW !!!-!

mil

RETAIL

AUDIO/STEREOPHILES,- HOME' ·. ·
THEATRE! Hear What You Have Been
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb
Vibration, lsol!3-te Distortion, . ~t;iCUfE;!
Objects and Furniture for Stability. "'
Fastens· and Adapts Any Speaker to
Any Stand or Surface·. Great·for .Qenter ..
Channels, PC Multin:\edia, .Wood or '.
Tile Floors .www.kleinteqhsys.com ~/
. __..~···:: ~·· ~- ,

SPRING BREAK 2003
is now sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas,
Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get
FREE MEALS! Student Express
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and
is NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople, ~
Campus Reps, and On-site Staff: · ·•
Contact www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.

mi] ON CAMPUS

CLOTHES TOO TIGHT?

.I ncrease Workout Performance
Lose.up to 30lbs nat~_ral/herbal
guaranteed. Free samples.
888-202-6304

TRAVEL

Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED! Organize 15 friends,
earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatrnent,_'and
cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com todax!

Gotta Order The Coke?

SHUTTLE

on THE /TREET

Spring Break'03 w/StudentCity.com!

DELIVERED BEAUTlFUllYGIFT PACKAGED

.

»

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica
From $429, Florida $159!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386.

Halloween Party Gakes
Friend's Birthday
Breakfast Meetings

••.A 14 passenger party van rilmg from the UCF area to Downtown Orlando an4 bad. Wiry take
several cars and risk a DUI, when you can be dropped off ancl pidecl up for less than S10 a person
Avm1able l nights a week. Please mention this acl for a 10% r/iscount off round trip price.

.~.

rm

RETAIL

CAKES DELIVERED!!

• Colonial Comer Plaza

orlando Elxecutive transportation
.

on CAffiPU/

Coffee and chocolate on us
Friday nights! Relax at Book Treasures
Used Bookstore. Caldecott/Nev.:bery
authors, classics & sci-ti all at
half-price. Corner of Univ. Blvd.
& Goldenrod next to Winn-Dixie.
Mon. - Sat., 10 am - 7 pm.
407-677-9092.

Jewelry
Posters
Gifts·

CASSWERRY LOCATIOll
232 l SEMORAH BLW.

~ ~

on THE PHOnE

ENJOY BOOKS?

·cigars
Pipes
Incense

(o\on\o\
\oc.o\\on O\le~s
tobot t> 0~·

»

onLlnE

Cit Tobacco

1. ·: . .

Knights Krossing .A,.partm.erit
1b in a 4b apartment, through May
2003, $390/mth, new lease required :
Cal,t:Paula 800-226-4646 M-F .

Call Dia1111r a
'FREE SB•Pll

Large 2bed/1 bath furnished apt. 1/2
·block from ocean in Daytona Beach.
All util. incl. Private parking.
Pet$ welcome. $650/mnth.
Call 386-254-7566 or 813-842-2264.

FOR RENT
3/2 home for rent, 10 min.
from UCF, washer/dryer and alarqi s,ys.
included, $1050/mth, NS, No Pets,
call 407-207-4021
LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
1 available. $475/mo + utils call
407.243.3760 or 407-681-9289

llClll BIJCllllmiBlllll

;

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas
· Mazatlan, Florida, SPadre.
'
110% Best Prices! Book now &
· get Free Parties & Meals! Group
Discounts. Now Hiring Campus
Reps! 800-234-7007 or ·
www.EndlessSurnmerTours.com

Misc.
I NEED A CAR !!!

you

Interested in·· !:Uscounts on traveling?,
Want to help others get discounts on
fraveJing and make extra money on the
side'? ·lf so call John at 407-381-0085.

a

Do
own car that you are .:
curren-tly not using? I will pay you
on a wkly basis to borrow your car.
" Call · Nicole ' 321-235-l~65.

·

(!Dm

Banender Trainees Needed:
$250 a· day .potential. Local
Positions: 1-800-293-3985 ext . ~02 .

-... :
•

.<

RELIGION

Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details, ·
· _\iisit,.www.eventodaward;(;om ·

.

~·

UCF STUDENT/FACULTY SPECIALS
U~F

Washington Center .

(On Campus next to the Bookstore)
Mon-Fr'i 9am-6pm

4071!1282•5850
~

~

Ct)
- .~

~

$49• 99_ ·Suggested
_s
Retail
-~
·29. 99 g\~g~~~ftaff

$79.!19 ~~fa~1ested

•24. 99 g\~g~~~flaff
•50.OO ~~~~e

•29.99 g\~~~~Xftaft
•50.OO ~~~~le

FREE+ ~

$Q

NETCOST
... FREE
.

$25 Cash Back

$

9"99
7•

Su§gested
Retail

$Q. NET COST
=FREE

NET COST

UN.LIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

Niglits & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

500 Anytime Minutes

600 Anytime Minutes

800 Anytime Minutes

Nationwide Long Distance &
Roaming on AT&T Network

Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming

Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming

·Anytime Minutes
Call all you want.
When you want.
To where you want accross
the U.S. for only one monthly fee

~50

Anytime Minutes

Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming
•

$-2 0 .

-

" J JQQ• 00 Rebate
Nokia

I

l

EXPLANATION OF RATES AND-CHARGES C2002AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved.Requires new activation on a qualified on a qu~ified plan, credit approval, a $36 acllvation lee, one- or two-year agreement, a Digital multi-network phone and up to a $175 ~lation fee. Not available for purthase or use in all areas. Night and weekend minutes, additional Anytime Minutes,
DomestiC tong Distance, and OiSOO\llted Additional Una promotions available to yoo as long as you remain active on the same plan and price point selected at activation. Usage Is rounded up to the next f\Jll minute. Unused monthly minute_allowances lost. You will forteit benefits tt you do not return a signed two-year agreement within 60 days of activation. Included Anytime
Minutes only available in the H9fll6 CaJHng Area and on the AT&T Wireless network on AT&T Wirel8$S National Network plans. Service may be biled In a subsequent mor\lh due to delayed reporting between carriers; this service will be charged a~ used In the month billed. Sending text messages, roaming, add'rtional minute and long distance charges, and other restrictions,
charges, universal COllnectMty charge, surt:harges, assessments to defray the costs for government-mandated programs and taxes apply. Availability and reliability of service are subject to transmission limitations. Not available with other offers. Offers available for a limited time. Yoo will be bound by the General Terms and Conditions and rate plan and promotional materials.
AT&T Wireles5Shared Advantage Additional Lines Promotion: Each account must have a minimum of two and a maximum of five AT&TWireless Shared Advantage Plan Subsaibers. Each additional lile is $14.99 with a one-year agreement and $9.99 with a two-year agreement each per month for third, fourth and fifth phone lines activated during the_promotional period. Offer
expires 02/0SI03 i.nless terminated sooner. Night and Weekend Minutes: Avallable on calls placed from the Home Calling Area and applicable long distance charges additional. Night and weekend airtime is from 9:00p.m. - 5:59a.m. Monday-Friday; and Friday, 9:00p.m.· Monday 5:59am. Domestic Long Distance: No wireless long distance charges apply to calls placed from your
Home CalHng Area to anywhere in the 50 United States. Standatd airtime charges apply. Discounted Activation Fee: Only available with a signed two-year servlca agreemenl Yoo will be charged $26 ~signed agreement not received within 60 days of activation. AT&T Wireless MobileAsslst Promotion: When you sign up for AT&T Wireless Mobtl eAssist, we will waive the monthly
fee of $2.99 for two monthS. The AT&T Wireless MobileAssist program provides coverage up to $50 per Incident. Yoo are responsible for any additional charges above the covered service amoont. Limit of four service calls per calendar year. The AT&TWireless phone enrolled in the program must be present when service is delivered. Wireless coverage not available in all areas.
Service may be requested using a landllne phone. CoVer&ge will become effective 72 hours after your eJ\rollmenl Services provided through Asurlon. The scliedule of benefrts, terms and conditions may vary to conform to state laws. See the AT&T Wireless MoblleAsslst Welcome Gulde or go to attwlreless.comlpersonaVmoblleassist for full terms and concfrtions. Voice-Accessed
lnformalion: Only available in AT&T Wireless network ares. Accuracy, availability, and timeliness of the Information Is not guaranteed and may not be accessible at all times; delays or omissions may OCC11r. While your requests are processed. advertisements we think will be of interest to you will be played. Your phone number will be shared with Tell Me Networks to personalize
yoor Voice-Accessed Information will be governed by TellMe's policies. For complete details, say "legal Disclalmef" from the Main Menu.
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Digital Features FREE-ACCESSOIJY PACKAGE
Voice Mail
Caller ID
Call Waiting

Handsfree Earpiece1; Car Charger, -a nd
Leather -Case w/ this ad & new activation ,
· · ($60 In Savings)
· ·:
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2 large, -1-topping p1zza·s·

I~

for $12.99
When you order ~:mline from Pizza Hut®.
Coupon Code JP
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